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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Committee 

Resumed from 15 December. The Chair of Committees (Hon Martin Aldridge) in the chair; Hon Stephen Dawson 
(Minister for Industrial Relations) in charge of the bill. 
Clause 1: Short title — 
Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered. 
The CHAIR: Members, we are in Committee of the Whole, considering the Industrial Relations Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2021. I draw members’ attention to supplementary notice paper 53, issue 2, of Tuesday, 
14 December 2021. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Yesterday Hon Nick Goiran and I were in conversation about an answer I gave to 
question without notice 1013, asked on Thursday, 18 November. The honourable member had asked questions 
about the Public Service Appeal Board and the issuing of summonses. In my answer to part (4) of that question, 
I stated — 

There have been no summonses issued in proceedings before the board in the last financial year. 
That answer was given on the basis of specific advice from the registrar at the time. I sought further information 
from the registrar overnight and the registrar advised that the response that was provided to the member was that 
no summonses had been issued in proceedings before the PSAB in the last financial year. However, there had 
been one matter—PSAB 4/2020—in which the parties, not the board, had filed and served two summonses, dated 
12 and 16 November 2020, with the declaration of service filed on 24 November 2020. That hearing was vacated 
on 19 January 2021 by consent of the parties—that is, the matter did not proceed. As a result of the matter not 
going to hearing, the parties were advised that the summonses issued to them no longer had effect and they became 
void. The department’s administrative statistical record identifies that when a document is void or cancelled, it is no 
longer a valid record and therefore is a nil response. Hopefully, honourable member, that clears up that issue. If 
any honourable member thinks that I misled the house, I am happy to apologise for it, but certainly the information 
that was given to me by the registrar at the time suggested that no summonses had been issued. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Let us start with this issue. I will say at the outset that there is no suggestion on my part 
or by my colleagues that any misleading was intentional on the minister’s part and I thank the minister for the 
explanation that he provided. It is absolutely acknowledged and accepted that on 18 November this year, when the 
minister responded to question without notice 1013, he did so on the basis of the information provided to him. 
That said, it does not change the fact that the record at the moment in the Legislative Council, notwithstanding the 
comments that have just been made, reflects that the question was asked — 

Were any summonses issued in proceedings before the board in the last financial year? 
The response was — 

There have been no summonses issued in proceedings before the board in the last financial year. 
It appears to me that that information is incorrect and I seek the minister’s confirmation that that is the case. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Summonses were issued, but they were voided. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Summonses were issued before the board in the last financial year, notwithstanding the 
answer that was provided. I will leave it at that point and I will leave it to the minister to decide what remedial action 
he might want to take on that. We have a stack of business to conduct today. I reiterate that from our perspective 
there was no bad intent on the part of the Minister for Industrial Relations, but the record currently reflects an incorrect 
response to question without notice 1013. I simply make the point before I move on to the next line of questioning 
that when we were in government, a very similar situation occurred when Hon Peter Collier, again, based on advice 
that was provided to him, regrettably provided an incorrect response to the house. The Leader of the Opposition at 
the time, Hon Sue Ellery, felt so aggrieved about the matter that there was a referral motion to the Standing Committee 
on Procedure and Privileges all because a particular set of circumstances had been asked and the response that was 
provided, to the best of my recollection, was no, when the answer should have been yes. Here we have a similar 
situation whereby, effectively, the answer that was provided on 18 November 2021 was no, when the answer should 
have been yes. I will leave it at that because I think that more than just the Minister for Industrial Relations need 
to reflect on that; there are other individuals who participated in the crafting and the drafting of the response that was 
provided on 18 November 2021, and those individuals may want to take some remedial action themselves, consistent 
with the precedent set in the Turnseck and Home case that members are aware of. I will leave it at that for the time 
being because we have a lot of business to conduct, but I hasten to thank the Minister for Industrial Relations for 
providing that information to the chamber this morning. 
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Another matter that was effectively taken on notice—the discussion was left partly heard yesterday afternoon—was 
on the Surveillance Devices Act. The minister introduced that act into the debate partly in response to the concerns 
by the opposition that unionists will be able to undertake certain surveilling activities. The minister indicated that any 
such surveilling—I am paraphrasing the minister—would need to be consistent with the Surveillance Devices Act. 
In particular, the minister made reference to private conversations that might be recorded. He indicated that it 
might be possible for private conversations to be recorded unintentionally, and that there might be some form of 
defence, exemption or exception to the rule for a unionist if they came along and said that they had recorded a private 
conversation but that it was unintentional. Does the government have any further advice about the scope of the 
defences and exemptions under the Surveillance Devices Act that would apply if a unionist sought to use a surveillance 
device to record certain activities, whether in a person’s home or workplace? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: As previously noted, the power to electronically record will be subject to other legal 
requirements and protections, such as the Surveillance Devices Act 1988, which prohibits the intentional recording 
or publishing of a private conversation or activity and provides a fine of up to $5 000 and/or imprisonment for 
up to 12 months for an individual. If an authorised representative unintentionally captures a private conversation 
or activity using electronic means, and subsequently knowingly publishes such material, for example, on 
a social media site, they will commit an offence unless a specific exemption applies. I refer to section 9(2) of the 
Surveillance Devices Act, which provides exemptions for publication in the course of any legal proceedings or the 
protection of the lawful interests of the person making the publication. Section 29 of the Work Health and Safety 
Act 2020 provides that visitors to a workplace must comply with any reasonable instruction of the person conducting 
the business on WHS grounds, with a fine of up to $55 000 for an individual, as well as common law and statutory 
rights relating to intellectual property, patents, copyrights, trade secrets, defamation, injurious falsehood and the like. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: To be clear, things seem to have evolved a little since yesterday. It now seems to be the 
case that if a unionist were to unintentionally record a private conversation, that unintentional recording would not 
be an infraction of the law. However, I think the minister has indicated that if that information was subsequently 
published by that person, they would be breaching the law. The protection is that although the recording might exist, 
it cannot be used other than in legal proceedings or the lawful interests of the person. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Section 9(1) of the Surveillance Devices Act states that a person shall not knowingly 
publish or communicate a private conversation. If they knowingly do this, they are captured. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: If they knowingly publish a private conversation, they are in breach of the law irrespective 
of the circumstances in which they obtained the information. I think yesterday we discussed whether the recording 
of the conversation was intentional or unintentional. Let us say, for the purpose of this discussion, that it does not 
matter whether the recording was intentional or unintentional, what matters is whether they intentionally publish 
the information. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told there could be two offences. It could also be an offence if they intentionally 
recorded it. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: The first offence is if they intentionally record the private conversation. The second offence, 
irrespective of whether the recording was intentional or unintentional, is if they proceed to intentionally publish 
that information. If they do that, they will have breached the law. The minister indicated a couple of exemptions; 
one is that it is a legal proceeding. Presumably, if a unionist were summonsed in a case and required to give evidence 
and they disclosed the content of the conversation that they had recorded, whether intentional or unintentional, the 
disclosure of that information in the legal proceedings would be an exemption in that particular case. Can the 
minister confirm that, for example, in an unfair dismissal case, it would be possible for a unionist to disclose the 
information in the private conversation, irrespective of whether the recording had been intentional?  
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told, honourable member, that it could potentially be used, but the information 
might have to be compelled or summonsed. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In other words, if a person is compelled by law to provide the information, they might have 
an exemption. The minister also referred to the lawful interests of the person. How would that apply if a unionist 
has recorded information—a private conversation—in a home, whether it was intentional or otherwise? What is 
intended by this particular exemption of lawful interests of the unionists? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Honourable member, it would be up to the court to decide on what it thinks the 
lawful interests are of the person making the publication. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: What if it is for the purposes of the unionist assisting somebody in an unfair dismissal 
case? Would that be part of the lawful interests of the person? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Again, honourable member, it would be up to the court to decide if that were in the 
lawful interests of the person. My advisers have said that quite clearly to me a couple of times now. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: Do any other exemptions apply apart from this lawful interests of the person test and legal 
proceedings? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I can draw the member’s attention to the Surveillance Devices Act 1998. Section 9(1) 
has the line about “shall not knowingly publish or communicate a private conversation”. Section 9 also states — 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply — 
(a) where the publication or communication is made — 

(i)  to a party to the private conversation or the private activity; 
(ii)  with the express or implied consent of each principal party to the private 

conversation or private activity; 
(iii)  to any person or persons authorised for the purpose by the Commissioner of 

Police, the Corruption and Crime Commission or the Chair of the Board of the 
Australian Crime Commission; 

(iiia) to a designated Commission or to any person or persons authorised for the 
purpose by a designated Commission; 

(iv)  by a law enforcement officer to the Director of Public Prosecutions of the State 
or of the Commonwealth or an authorised representative of the Director of 
Public Prosecutions of the State or of the Commonwealth; 

(v)  in the course of the duty of the person making the publication or communication; 
(vi)  for the protection of the lawful interests of the person making the publication 

or communication; 
(vii)  in the case of the use of a listening device or an optical surveillance device 

in the circumstances referred to in section 5(3)(d) or 6(3)(b)(iii), as the case 
requires, in the course of reasonable action taken to protect the lawful interests 
of the principal party to the conversation or activity who consented to the use 
of the device; 

(viii) in accordance with Part 5; or 
(ix)  in the course of any legal proceedings;  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Will any clause in this bill enable a unionist to use a surveillance device? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The words “electronic recording” are not used, but clause 24 of the bill seeks to 
insert the words “view, and take photographs, film and audio, video or other recordings of”. Although the words 
“electronic recording” are not used, that is essentially what those things are. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: How will clause 24(5) work in light of the Surveillance Devices Act that the minister has 
just referred to? In what circumstances would a unionist actually be able to take photographs, film and audio, video 
or other recordings in the absence of consent? I acknowledge at the outset that if the people on the worksite were 
to consent to the taking of photographs, film and audio, video and other recordings, I think that is already captured 
by the exemption at section 9 of the Surveillance Devices Act. In what circumstances will a unionist be able to utilise 
the power set out in clause 24(5) if they did not have consent? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: If they have identified a potential breach, they could come out and say, “I’m going to 
record you; I’m going to record this issue”; but, obviously, if somebody says they do not want to be recorded, there 
is an issue associated with that. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is it that the unionist will be able to take only photographs, films, audio, video or other 
recordings with consent? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: At the moment, honourable member, someone is able to provide a statutory declaration 
or an image; essentially, they could draw a picture of the breach. This legislation will allow for an electronic recording 
to be provided. If someone has a camera and says, “I’m going to take a photo of this breach”, people know what 
they are going to do. It is implicit that they are going to take a photo of it. Obviously, if they say no, there is an issue 
associated with that. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am trying to ascertain whether consent is required for a photograph to be taken or 
a recording to be made. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It is not required under the Industrial Relations Act, but it is under the Surveillance 
Devices Act. It is a different thing. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: I take it from the minister’s earlier comments that the two pieces of law need to be read together. 
Unionists cannot just walk into a person’s home or a workplace, even with an order from the Industrial Relations 
Commission—we will get to that clause a bit later—and rely on just the Industrial Relations Act; they will have 
to be cognisant of the Surveillance Devices Act. When read together, is the government’s position that they will be 
unable to take photographs, film or make audio, video or other recordings without consent? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told that it will have to fall within the definitions of “private activity” or 
“private conversation” in the Surveillance Devices Act 1998. The definition of “private activity” is — 

… any activity carried on in circumstances that may reasonably be taken to indicate that any of the parties 
to the activity desires it to be observed only by themselves, but does not include an activity carried on 
in any circumstances in which the parties to the activity ought reasonably to expect that the activity may 
be observed; 

The definition of “private conversation” is — 
…any conversation carried on in circumstances that may reasonably be taken to indicate that any of the 
parties to the conversation desires it to be listened to only by themselves, but does not include a conversation 
carried on in any circumstances in which the parties to the conversation ought reasonably to expect that 
the conversation may be overheard;  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: If, for example, a unionist obtained an order from the Industrial Relations Commission to 
enter a person’s home, which gave them a lawful right at that point to enter the home, would the existence of that 
lawful order be sufficient to no longer make the activity occurring in the person’s home a private activity? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: If it was relevant to the suspected breach, the unionist could record it. I will give an 
example of a sweatshop, which might have been used in the second reading speech or somewhere. The union would 
have to make a case to the commission that a sweatshop was happening in someone’s garage or backroom. If it were 
successful in making a case—I presume it would have to show evidence to the Industrial Relations Commission and 
meet a high bar to get approval to enter—and a union official went into the home and saw evidence of that sweatshop 
happening, they could record it. Does that answer the member’s question? 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: It sounds like it will be a minefield for those who dare to tread into that space. We will take 
up the issue of whether there should even be a right to obtain an order from the Industrial Relations Commission 
a little later. Yesterday we had a discussion about the Ritter review’s second recommendation, which recommended 
that the act be reviewed after three years of operation, and the minister indicated that the recommendation has not 
been accepted by the government and is not implemented in this bill. Recommendation 53, which is found on 
page 21 of the Ministerial review of the state industrial relations system: Final report, states — 

The Minister consider whether the Amended IR Act should include provisions so that it applies to adult 
people who are employed as sex workers. 

Has that recommendation been accepted and is it implemented in this bill? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: That specific recommendation has not been taken on board, although clause 54 will 
insert a new section that will allow for illegal contracts of employment to be treated as valid. That will deal with 
anybody, including sex workers, who might have an illegal contract of employment, and the issue could still go before 
the Industrial Magistrates Court of Western Australia. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Does clause 54 implement recommendation 53? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I indicated that it does not deal specifically with that recommendation. Clause 54 
will deal with the issue of a sex worker or anybody else, generally, who has an illegal contract of employment. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is the minister saying that additional provisions and measures would be required to give 
effect to recommendation 53? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Yes. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yesterday we also discussed the issue of local government. I note that recommendation 85 
of the Ritter review states — 

… a taskforce be assembled and chaired by a representative of DMIRS and include representatives from 
the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries, WALGA, the Western Australian 
Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services Union of Employees, the Western Australian Municipal, 
Road Boards, Parks and Racecourse Employees’ Union of Workers, Perth, to oversee, monitor, assist, 
facilitate and progress the transition of local government employers and employees between the Federal 
and State industrial relations systems. 

Will the government be assembling such a task force? 
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Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told the government originally did so in 2019 and the intention is for that body 
to be reconvened if this legislation passes. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: If the task force existed in 2019, what happened to it? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It was convened to assist with the transitional provisions of the legislation, but it is 
in abeyance at the moment. The intention is for that group to reconvene, should the legislation pass, to enable 
a smooth transition across to the state system. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I have a couple of questions arising from that. What work did this task force undertake 
that will be useful for the transition period that will commence shortly? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told that it provided input to the draft provision. It saw a copy of the draft provision 
before it came to Parliament, so it provided input into that. It also provided input into the draft legislation. It had 
a conversation—I am not in a position to provide a document—with the agency before the bill came to Parliament, 
cabinet or anyone else. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: When the minister says that the task force was effectively consulted, or participated, I take it 
that this was not in the drafting of the bill but in the consideration of a draft bill. Are we talking about the 2020 bill 
or the bill that is currently before us? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It was the 2020 bill, because I think it is the same provision, essentially. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In a media release on 18 November, the minister said — 

The Bill will provide the McGowan Government the power to start the process to bring local government 
industrial relations within the State industrial relations system 

Notwithstanding the fact that it seems that in 2019 a task force had already started the process—so this might be 
really described as the recommencement of that process—what clauses of the bill provide that power and what 
will be the process? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am not sure whether the honourable member’s question is right. Clause 38 of the bill 
outlines the start of the process that will enable us to bring the local government workforce across to the state system. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: It is clause 38 that will provide the power. Keep in mind that I am referring to the minister’s 
media release of 18 November, in which the minister said — 

The Bill will provide the McGowan Government the power to start the process … 
The minister said that clause 38 will provide the McGowan government with the power to start the process to bring 
local government industrial relations within the state industrial relations system. My second question is: What is 
this process going to be? I understand that it will start by virtue of the power under clause 38, but what does the 
government intend to do with this power? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The intention is that the government will make regulations outlining that local 
governments not be part of the federal system. I will then write to the federal minister seeking their concurrence and 
agreement for the move to take place. I should point out that I have been in correspondence with the federal minister 
already—the federal Attorney General—as has Minister Johnston. Minister Johnston had previously been in dialogue 
with numerous ministers, including Senator Cash, Kelly O’Dwyer and Christian Porter. The conversations are live 
at the moment. Then Minister Porter gave an indication to Minister Johnston that he would provide concurrence 
if the legislation were passed by Parliament. My conversations with Senator Cash have been that she will wait for 
the passage of the bill and the making of regulations before giving any agreement. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is helpful. Basically, the minister is saying that clause 38 will give the McGowan 
government the power to start the process. The process will begin with the provision of regulations and will ultimately 
lead to some conferral with the federal minister. Both the minister and I know, and I think the chamber knows, that 
by 5.20 pm today, this bill will be passed. Despite the fact that there are a number of important amendments on 
the supplementary notice paper that warrant proper consideration by the government, my understanding is that the 
government has no appetite for any of those amendments. Given that the bill will be passed today, when can we 
expect these regulations to be ready? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The member was away from the chamber on urgent parliamentary business yesterday 
when I made a statement outlining that the work health and safety regulations, which are to start early next year, 
will commence in March because of the significant drafting that is being done by the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office 
at the moment. It has seven drafters on it. It is a very complex set of regulations. The office has been working on 
at least six sets of regulations. The priority is to get those finalised, and then the intention is to seek the PCO’s drafting 
assistance to get the regulations that are needed for this bill done as quickly as possible. There is a bit of a backlog 
that I have caused in the industrial relations portfolio that it is working on, but the intention is to move as swiftly 
as possible on this once that is done. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: In any event, we are talking about a date after March next year. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, not necessarily. Once the drafting is done for the WHS regulations, the drafters 
will do this work. It will just depend on how quickly they finish that work. The intention is that the work health and 
safety regulations will start at the beginning of March, so hopefully the drafting will be done in three or four weeks. 
It could be February or March, but it will just depend on the PCO’s workload. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am slightly confused at this point. My question was: when will the regulations pursuant 
to clause 38 be ready to go? The minister indicated that a mountain of work is being done on the work health and 
safety regulations, which are anticipated to come to fruition in about March next year, and that that is creating a bit 
of a backlog, until such time as the PCO can have its resources focused on this matter that we might call the clause 38 
regulations. I am trying to get an indication of when — 
Hon Stephen Dawson: What you have said that I said is correct. I am hopeful that they will finish the work health 
and safety regulations as early as possible—hopefully in February—and then they can get on to this. The PCO has 
its own drafting priority, so I will be in the queue with others. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is fair enough. I am seeking to establish that we do not reasonably expect the clause 38 
regulations to be up and running until at least March next year. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am hopeful that it will be February, honourable member, but it could be March. It 
will just depend on its workload, essentially. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The thing that is confusing me is that if the backlog is because of the WHS regulations 
and they cannot come in until March, how can we suddenly leap from that and have this matter potentially come 
in in February? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The intention is to have the work health and safety regulations finalised and to have 
a few weeks for the implementation phase. I am hopeful that the work health and safety regulations will be done 
and dusted and that the PCO’s part of the job will be finished in February and that they are ready to commence 
from the beginning of March. When this work can be slotted in essentially will depend on that workload. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister indicated that after that, there will be some conferral with the federal minister. 
Will that conferral process commence only after the clause 38 regulations are operational? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The conversations have commenced. Minister Cash has indicated that she is happy 
to entertain a conversation once a draft regulation is available for her to consider. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: At this time, a best estimate is that we might see a draft regulation in about February, at which 
point a substantive conversation can take place, acknowledging that there have been some preliminary conversations. 
At that time, there will be a dialogue between the minister and the federal minister. What will happen if there is 
not a meeting of the minds? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I will need agreement for it to take place. If Minister Cash or, indeed, any federal 
minister indicates that they are not happy to proceed, then obviously it will sit in abeyance and we will keep trying 
until another minister is convinced of the merits of local government moving across to the state system. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is it an all-or-nothing proposition—they all have to come in? Is it possible that there could 
be some form of iteration in the process? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The intention is to bring them all into place. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I acknowledge that that is the intention. My question is: can it be done in any fashion other 
than an all-or-nothing scenario? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We are saying that a legal uncertainty exists currently as to whether they are constitutional 
corporations. We could, potentially, bring some across, but because we think there is a legal uncertainty, the intention 
is to bring them all across—naming them all as opposed to naming just a few. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is there anything in this bill that would prevent the minister from putting a proposal to the 
federal minister listing, for example, 20 local governments in Western Australia that have indicated their consent 
to being put under the state industrial relations system so that the federal minister could then agree to those 20 local 
governments forming part of the state industrial relations system? Would that be possible once this bill passes? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It would be possible. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Thank you, minister. In the minister’s media release on 18 November, he said — 

A key component of the Bill is ensuring that State industrial laws do not exclude employees from their 
coverage. Currently, various categories of employees are excluded from minimum wages and other 
employment protections, including employees engaged in domestic service in a private home. 
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These exclusions have been identified by the Commonwealth Government as a barrier to Australia ratifying 
the International Labour Organization Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 which aims 
to support the global fight against modern slavery. Australia is prevented from joining 46 other countries 
in ratifying the Protocol because of Western Australia’s exclusions. 

Those comments were made by the minister in his media release on 18 November this year. When were these 
exclusions identified by the commonwealth government? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told that the dialogue started in 2016 when Senator the Hon Michaelia Cash, 
who was then the federal Minister for Employment, wrote to relevant state and territory ministers concerning the 
possible ratification of the protocol. At that stage, the minister in Western Australia was Minister Mischin. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In 2016, the commonwealth government identified some Western Australian exclusions. 
Did the commonwealth provide a list of those exclusions? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The state undertook a law and practice report sometime in 2017. Minister Johnston, 
then the Minister for Industrial Relations, wrote to Senator Cash informing her of the assessment in the law and 
practice report and stated that the Western Australian government intended to undertake an examination of strategies 
to overcome the obstacles to compliance with the protocol within state legislation. Later that year, Senator Cash 
wrote to Minister Johnston stating that the Office of International Law within the commonwealth Attorney-General’s 
Department had confirmed that the gap in coverage of Western Australia’s industrial relations protections would 
result in Australia’s noncompliance with article 2(c)(i) of the protocol. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: But was some form of list of these problems or gaps prepared by either the commonwealth 
or the state? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: There was not a list. The work that was undertaken as part of the law and practice 
report identified issues associated with signing up to the International Labour Organization’s convention. The 
commonwealth concurred, essentially. I will quote from the letter that the commonwealth sent to us then, stating 
that the Office of International Law suggested — 

… this obstacle to compliance with the Protocol could be overcome by Western Australia enacting 
legislative changes to ensure that the Western Australian industrial relations framework applies to all 
workers in Western Australia who are not covered by the national industrial relations framework. 

But there was no list. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: So there was at least a general agreement, both at a commonwealth and a Western Australian 
state government level, that there was an issue. That was identified and agreed to at a general level. But I want to 
make sure that we get the specifics right. Which clauses in the bill before us remedy the general concern that has 
been identified by both the commonwealth and state governments? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The definition of “employee” in the bill has changed to remove the exclusion, and 
I think clause 5 of the bill also will, essentially, help or allow for it. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Clause 5 of the bill sets out the amendments to section 7 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. 
Section 7 of the act, as I understand it, deals with the terms under the act. The minister indicated that we are changing 
the definition of “employee”, which is found in clause 5 on page 4, starting at line 3. Are we saying that clause 5 
of this bill, specifically the new definition of “employee”, will address the concern identified by the commonwealth 
and the Western Australian state governments about the international protocol? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: That is in addition to clause 100 in part 5, “Minimum Conditions of Employment 
Act 1993 amended”. Clause 100(2) reads — 

In section 3(1) insert in alphabetical order: 
employee means — 

(a) a person who is employed by an employer to do work for hire or reward, including as an 
apprentice; or 

(b) a person whose usual status is that of an employee; 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Okay. I am working with the minister; we are creating a list here. If this chamber passes 
clause 5 and clause 100(2), will that fix the problem identified by the commonwealth government and the WA 
state government? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: My advisers tell me yes. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Has the minister consulted with the commonwealth government on this? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Yes, we have. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: For the benefit of the chamber, we have confirmation here that the commonwealth government 
and the WA state government both identified a problem with the ratifying of the international protocol, and that 
both governments agree that clauses 5 and 100 of the bill before us will remedy this problem. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The commonwealth government was certainly aware, firstly, that there was an issue 
and, secondly, of our intention to fix it, but I cannot be confident that it has actually seen the specific clause. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: After we have done all this work to make sure that the international protocol can be ratified, 
we would not want the state government to next year get a letter from Minister Cash, or whoever might be the 
minister, saying, “Guess what? You guys missed something.” I do not understand why no-one has brought clause 5 
or clause 100 to the attention of the federal government to get its concurrence so we can absolutely be sure that 
we get this right. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am not sure that we ever send legislation to the feds to get concurrence before we 
bring it before the Parliament here; however, my advisers tell me that there was an agreement between the 
commonwealth and the state that there was an issue. There was a barrier to Australia ratifying that protocol and 
this is the remedy, if it passes, to enable Australia to ratify that agreement protocol. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I will conclude on this point and then we can move off clause 1. Perhaps it is more by way 
of comment than necessarily a question. I simply make the observation that this is not a unique circumstance. I agree 
with the minister that it is not the ordinary custom and practice of the state government to provide draft legislation 
to the commonwealth to necessarily get its feedback on. However, this matter, as the minister identified, had its 
genesis in the commonwealth identifying a problem and drawing it to the attention of the state government in 2016. 
It said, effectively, “Red alert—there is a problem. There is an exclusion in Western Australian law that is preventing 
us—that is, Australia—being able to ratify this international protocol. We, the commonwealth, draw this to the 
attention of the Western Australian government and we seek you to do something about this.” To the credit of the 
McGowan government, it has taken steps to address this issue. The minister indicates that that will occur by way of 
clauses 5 and 100. I do not think it would be unreasonable to go back to the person who originally identified the problem 
to be assured that they are equally satisfied that this will now remedy the issue. I would be concerned if we had to 
come back again next year to make further amendments. Hopefully that will not be required, in which case we will be 
able to say that it was a job well done. However, in the absence of that consultation, it seems that a small gap remains. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The member is incorrect to a degree. The commonwealth wrote to us about its intention 
to ratify. The state actually identified the issue. The commonwealth did not identify it; it asked the states for feedback. 
The state identified the issue. We wrote to the commonwealth outlining the issue. It concurred that there was an 
issue, and we sought to remedy it. The changes before us remove all exclusions. My advisers are confident that the 
commonwealth will be very happy with what is before us. My advisers are confident that the changes we are making 
will fix the problem. In the correspondence I have received from the commonwealth, the minister says she is pleased 
and it appears that this final barrier will be removed, because as the member is aware, ratifying the International Labour 
Organization protocol is a priority for the Australian government. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I want to read the minister’s own media release of 18 November this year, only a month 
ago. The minister said — 

These exclusions have been identified by the Commonwealth Government as a barrier to Australia ratifying 
the International Labour Organization Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 1930 which 
aims to support the global fight — 

Hon Stephen Dawson: We identified there was an issue and the commonwealth wrote back to us identifying there 
was an issue. You are taking issue with the fact that the words on that press release say “the issue has been identified 
by the commonwealth”. It does not say “initially identified by the commonwealth”, but the commonwealth identified 
that there was an issue after we first identified it. I think we are clutching at straws here. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister can well understand the confusion that arises when an ordinary reader does 
not have the benefit of all the historical context. An ordinary reader gets a press release and it simply says, 
“These exclusions have been identified by the commonwealth government as a barrier.” Here comes the McGowan 
government with a very proud media release on 18 November 2021 saying, “Look at us, we are now fixing the 
problem that the commonwealth government has identified.” Earlier I asked when these exclusions were identified 
by the commonwealth government and the minister indicated it was in 2016 and there was a letter from Cash to 
Mischin and so on. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: I am glad we’ve had this conversation and I think we have fixed it now. We know on the 
record the process that was followed. I’m sorry if I didn’t say in that press release who initially identified it and 
who subsequently identified it, but it has been identified and, hopefully, the bill passes and we will have a remedy 
and the commonwealth can sign. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: No problem. No doubt the drafters of these media releases will look in earnest as they 
prepare these things for 2022. 

The minister indicated that the commonwealth wrote to the state government in some form in 2016. Let us not use 
the word “identification”, but do we have a date for when that occurred and can the document be tabled? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We do not have a copy of that letter because it went to the previous government, so 
we do not have access to it. The date of it was 19 April 2016. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: On 19 April 2016, the commonwealth wrote to the former state government, but we do not 
know what the content of the letter is; we just know that the commonwealth wrote. How do we do know that the 
commonwealth identified or raised this issue in 2016 if we do not have access to the letter? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: In 2016, the commonwealth said it intended to ratify the protocol and that it sought 
feedback from state and territory governments. It wrote to the state and territory governments about whether there 
were any impediments or barriers in state jurisdiction and legislation to the commonwealth ratifying the protocol. 
That then set off the law and practice review that Western Australia undertook. The minister wrote back the 
following year. I am not sure what the time lines were in the request from the commonwealth of when feedback 
should have been given by, but certainly Minister Johnston, the then Minister for Industrial Relations, wrote back to 
the commonwealth in June 2017. As the honourable member can imagine, we had the state election in March 2017 
and things probably stopped in December, but the work of the agency continued. Then there was a handover; 
ministers changed with the change of government. Minister Johnston wrote back in 2017 after the state had identified, 
as part of the law and practice review, that there were issues. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Was there any correspondence between the commonwealth government and the state 
government between March 2017, when the McGowan government came to power, and the response from 
Minister Johnston in June 2017? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I do not believe so. We have not been able to identify any. We have tried to get copies 
of correspondence that the state government had, but the first piece of correspondence that I am aware of is 
Minister Johnston’s letter to Senator Cash in June 2017. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 2: Commencement — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: As we consider clause 2 of the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment Bill 2021, the 
minister will note that, with the exception of part 1, which is simply clauses 1 and 2 and will commence on the 
day on which the legislation receives royal assent, it is intended for everything else to commence on a day fixed 
by proclamation. Indeed, the government has indicated that it would like to have the flexibility of having different 
days fixed for different provisions. When can we expect the operative provisions of this bill to come into operation? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It will depend on the regulations. One issue is the public holiday; the bill will create 
a public holiday for Easter Sunday. We do not need regulations for that, so that element will be proclaimed sooner, 
but the regulations for the rest of it may take time. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is the minister saying that there are some clauses in the bill that are ready to commence 
immediately? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It would be desirable to commence as many of the clauses as possible at the same time, 
but there is the time issue with Easter Sunday next year. It will take time to do what needs to be done in government 
to broadcast it, so that may well need to start earlier than the other provisions. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am mindful of the discussion we had earlier about the backlog at the Parliamentary Counsel’s 
Office. We need to do the work health and safety regulations first, and there are other workload pressures. We talked 
about dates in February and March and the like. The minister is indicating that if something unforeseen occurs that 
delays the commencement of these regulations, it is the government’s intention to at least proclaim the provision 
relevant to the public holiday within a sufficient time. What is the latest date on which that proclamation can occur? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The advice I have is that we need to have the public holiday gazetted. It will take about 
four weeks; Easter Sunday is on 17 April, so that provision will need to be gazetted by mid-March to enable us to 
have the public holiday for Easter Sunday.  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: The middle of March is about a month beforehand. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: The intention is to get it out as early as possible to give certainty to employers in the state. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes. Does something need to occur in that month? We are talking about the latest possible 
scenario being the middle of March. That would get us ready for 17 April. What would need to occur between the 
middle of March and 17 April? For example, why can the proclamation not occur on 1 April or 2 April? 
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Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I was given an explanation a while ago that it would need to go to the Executive Council. 
Could the times be more constrained? Potentially. Could there be a special Exco? Potentially. The clear advice 
was that there would need to be about a four-week time frame to allow it to go through the hoops that need to be 
gone through—the two weeks’ notice for Exco and whatever else is needed and then for it to be published in the 
Government Gazette. Enabling all that to happen would take about four weeks. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is quite interesting. The minister might recall the opposition suggested that the bill 
could benefit from additional scrutiny by the Standing Committee on Legislation. The date that the bill was proposed 
to come back from that committee was 15 February. What seems to have transpired during the consideration of 
clauses 1 and 2 is that there is no realistic prospect of any of the operative provisions coming into effect between now 
and 15 February anyway. We could very easily have referred the bill to the legislation committee for it to consider 
and potentially enhance and improve, and for the bill to be dealt with in the first week back in February. We would 
still have had adequate time for the public holiday provision of 17 April, particularly when we consider the work 
health and safety laws — 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Can I be obtuse? 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: No, but I encourage the minister to comment on that. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The honourable member is not reflecting on a decision made by this house previously, 
is he? 
Hon Nick Goiran: Not negatively, no. Not at all. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: That was me being obtuse, sorry. I had to have a bit of sport! 
I am told that the work around the public holiday is easy and that it could easily be done and gazetted in February. 
That could be out there. We want to give industry and the community certainty about this public holiday because 
people will have to do things with their payroll systems, for example, in government agencies and in the private 
sector. A decision was made that we wanted to give the community certainty and proceed with this legislation. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Do I understand that the public holiday for 17 April will also require some regulation to 
be prepared? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: No. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: By way of interjection, the minister has indicated to me that that is not necessary. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: That is correct. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: It is simply a case of the proclamation process and there is no regulation. In actual fact, it 
could be done before Christmas. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Possibly, but I think we would miss the deadline for sending it to Exco before Christmas. 
Hon Nick Goiran: Is everyone on holidays? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No. I think the time frame is 10 working days to get something from the notice paper to 
when the meeting happens. It probably would require another Exco. Matters probably have gone to Exco previously that 
fall outside that time frame, but it would require the Governor’s agreement and that is not something I want to ask the 
Governor at this stage. Certainly, should this bill pass, it could potentially be on the agenda for the first Exco of 2022. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am conscious that I have two amendments standing in my name for clause 2. If it would 
assist, it seems to me that as much as it would be ideal from a drafting perspective to include the second amendment 
at 3/2, there is probably little purpose in moving that amendment because I gather from what the minister has said 
that the government does not intend to support it, if for no reason other than it would potentially delay the passage 
of this legislation. If the government wants anything to happen between now and 15 February, it would require the 
Legislative Assembly to be recalled. We certainly would not want to interrupt those members from their urgent 
parliamentary business, or potentially holidays, even if it would be for the benefit of creating another public holiday. 
I accept that it is probably prudent not to move that particular amendment. The other amendment is consequential 
to passing proposed new clause 40A. I wonder whether the minister would be of a mind to defer consideration of 
clause 2 so that we can deal with that amendment if new clause 40A were to pass. I am mindful, of course, there 
is no danger that anything we do will change the outcome of today, including the time frames. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Ordinarily, I think I would agree to such a request. I think I will decline today, given 
the limited time we have available and not wanting to need to go back to clause 2. I will disagree to that. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is fine. It is the minister’s prerogative. It means we will need to have the debate now 
on proposed new clause 40A. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: I am happy to do that. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: By way of indication to the chair, we will be collapsing the debate between clause 2 and 
proposed new clause 40A. The supplementary notice paper shows an amendment standing in my name at 2/NC40A. 
If we get to that stage after the luncheon interval, there will be an opportunity for me to move to insert at page 56, 
after line 11, a new clause into this bill. It will create an instruction to amend section 80L of the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979, and in section 80L(1) after “(5), to insert “33,”. By way of explanation to members, this is appropriate 
and beneficial because the Attorney General of Western Australia has recently identified a problem with the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979. The problem was significant enough to justify the Attorney General intervening in 
an unfair dismissal case. This is quite a high-profile case, because a former staff member of the member for Kwinana, 
the current Deputy Premier of Western Australia, has launched an unfair dismissal case. As I understand the 
circumstances of that case, the aggrieved former staff member—the aggrieved worker—would like the member 
for Kwinana to provide some evidence to this unfair dismissal case. It appears, according to the public commentary 
at least, that the member for Kwinana has no intention of doing so voluntarily, and until such time as he is compelled 
to provide that evidence in this unfair dismissal case, he simply will not be providing any assistance to this worker 
in her case.  
As I understand it, the Attorney General has taken advice on this matter and was, I believe, provided with some 
notification by the State Solicitor’s Office. Interestingly, I believe that the case involves not only the former staff 
member of the member for Kwinana, but also the respondent—it might even be the Speaker of the Legislative 
Assembly, who may be represented by the State Solicitor’s Office. To the best of my knowledge, that is the set of 
circumstances in this particular case. The State Solicitor’s Office drew to the attention of the Attorney General 
that it believed there was a problem here. Therefore, the lawyers who are acting for one of the parties called on the 
Attorney General of Western Australia to intervene in this particular case. In my view, there is nothing improper 
about that. Any litigant in Western Australia, if they feel the need, can petition or call upon the Attorney General of 
Western Australia to intervene in a matter. It just so happens that in this particular case the people who decided to 
petition the Attorney General or knock on his door happened to be his good friends in the State Solicitor’s Office. 
As I understand it, from some explanations that have been provided by the Attorney General, they petitioned him 
to consider this matter. He sought some advice from the Solicitor-General, who then recommended that the 
Attorney General inject himself into this particular case. Inject himself he did, and the outcome of that was a ruling, 
as I understand it, from one of the minister’s registrars in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, 
but if that is not the case, I welcome the minister to correct the record. As I understand it, the registrar, or certainly 
somebody with authority in the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, subsequently issued a form 
of ruling to indicate that there is no power by the Public Service Appeal Board to issue a witness summons. What 
is very interesting about this, minister, is that, putting to one side whether any summonses have been issued in the 
last financial year by the Public Service Appeal Board and forgetting about the last financial year, there have been 
many occasions on which witness summonses have been issued in Public Service Appeal Board matters. Does the 
minister have any information available on how many occasions such summonses have been issued in proceedings 
before the board? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We are advised that in the past five years, no summonses were issued to hostile 
witnesses. Let me give the member the instances in which summonses were issued. For PSAB 2/2015, there was 
one witness; for PSAB 9/2017, there were seven summonses; for PSAB 3/2019, there was one witness; for 
PSAB 16/2019, there were two witnesses; for PSAB 4/2020—the one we have spoken about—there were two witnesses, 
and as I have previously indicated, summonses were served but the hearing was vacated, so the summonses were 
voided; and in PSAB 22/2016, four witness were summonsed and served. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister indicated that summonses were issued in those six cases. Is that the sum total 
of all summonses that were issued in Public Service Appeal Board matters?  
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: That is my understanding. That is the information that has been provided to us by 
the registrar. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Might it be the case that that is simply the list for the last five years? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Did the honourable member ask for — 
Hon Nick Goiran: Is that the sum total of all that have ever been issued? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: All the information that I have to hand is that they are the figures for the last five years. 
I do not have the information prior to that. As the member will recall, the questions that have been raised in here and, 
indeed, by media outlets have related to the last five years, so I have not gone further back than that. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is fair enough, too. The McGowan government has been in power for the last five years, 
so on its watch multiple summonses have been issued, apparently unlawfully, according to the Attorney General’s 
injection into the case. Perhaps the minister could clarify something for the record. As I understand it, there was 
a ruling recently. Who issued the ruling, when did they issue the ruling and what was the ruling? 
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Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: There was no formal ruling, but the registrar provided advice to the Public Service 
Appeal Board that she believed that the power was not there to enforce. Obviously, that matter is with the PSAB 
at the moment. I want to just put on the record that there is a bit of misunderstanding generally out there about the 
issuing of summonses in PSAB matters. A summons is issued by one of the parties and not by the PSAB. What 
occurs is that the party uses the summons form provided by the WA Industrial Relations Commission, they get it 
stamped by the registry and they serve it on the party they wish to be a witness. They then file a declaration of service 
at the registry. If the person is happy to be a witness, they appear. If, however, they do not want to be a witness or the 
other party objects to the summons, it would have to be enforced. As I indicated, the registrar has confirmed that 
they do not believe that they have the power to enforce a summons. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Let me get this right: a party to the proceedings gets a form from the Industrial Relations 
Commission, they get it stamped and then they issue something, but the Attorney General recently intervened on 
a case and confirmed that that cannot be done. 

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: We are considering clause 2, but we have agreed to consider clause 2 and proposed new 
clause 40A concurrently, in a sense, because the amendment standing in my name at 1/2 on the supplementary 
notice paper, which I will move in due course, deals with the commencement date for proposed clause 40A. This 
all goes to whether the Public Service Appeal Board ought to have the power to issue summonses. Due to the work 
of the Attorney General of Western Australia, we know that the PSAB does not have that power, despite the fact 
that in the last five years, during the time that the McGowan Labor government has been the government of 
Western Australia, witness summonses have been issued in no less than six cases before the Public Service Appeal 
Board. Just prior to the luncheon interval, we found out from the minister that the process actually involves a party 
going to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, the Industrial Relations Commission opening 
up its cabinet of forms and giving them a form, the party completing the form, the Industrial Relations Commission 
getting its huge stamp and stamping it on top of the form, and the form then going to various witnesses. Despite the 
fact that the Industrial Relations Commission has been intricately involved in the process of these witness summonses, 
we now know, because of the intervention of the Attorney General, that that process is invalid. The amendment 
would fix the deficiency identified by the Attorney General and allow the Public Service Appeal Board to have this 
type of summons issued. Indeed, it would be able to receive evidence in the same way as the general division in 
the Industrial Relations Commission currently does. 

I do not know whether during the course of the luncheon interval the minister managed to get any further information 
about the sum total of witness summonses issued by the Public Service Appeal Board. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: No. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: We do know that there have been at least six cases in the last five years when these witness 
summonses have been issued. Now that it has been found that there is not power to do that, what is happening with 
those matters? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: There has not been any enforcement, honourable member, because people were 
happy to attend as witnesses. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: If the member for Kwinana agrees to attend, there will be no issue with the matter currently 
being discussed and reported. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I do not believe the member for Kwinana is a party to the argument or to the case. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: In the six cases that the minister drew to our attention when summonses were issued, were 
they all issued to parties in the case? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I do not have that information at hand, honourable member. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Evidently that is not the case. Why would a party issue a summons against themselves to 
provide evidence? Evidently a summons has been issued in Public Service Appeal Board cases to witnesses who are 
not parties to the proceedings. People do not issue a summons against themselves. The minister indicated that these 
witnesses were—I think this is how the minister referred to them—not hostile witnesses, and it was not necessary to 
enforce the summonses. Is that an indication that in the case involving the former electorate officer of the member 
for Kwinana that a summons could still be issued, and the only issue is whether it will be enforced? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I think that matter is before the Public Service Appeal Board now for a decision on 
whether it can actually do that. That is where the case is at the moment—whether it actually has the power to do it. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister indicated earlier that some decision was made; I think he said it was not 
a ruling by the registrar but was some sort of advice or decision. On what date did that occur and could that decision 
or advice be tabled? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We do not have it here, but we will see whether we can get it. 

Hon Nick Goiran: Don’t you know the date? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, I do not have that information before me; but we will see what we can get for 
the honourable member and come back to him, if he is happy to come back to it. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That would be useful; but, again, this goes to our earlier point. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: You probably have extra questions on this clause 2/40A, don’t you? 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I do not have further questions on clause 2 other than simply to deal with proposed new 
clause 40A on the supplementary notice paper. The minister has kindly indicated already that commencement 
will happen at the first available opportunity. In any event, the public holiday provision will need to happen before 
17 April. We discussed the situation about the regulations—the February–March scenario. There is no pressing 
issue with the commencement, but there is an issue with proposed new clause 40A on the supplementary notice paper. 
I could certainly elaborate. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I will move back from my earlier information; we will seek to get that information 
for the member. I am happy at this stage to postpone clause 2, make progress and come back to it later. 
Clause 2 postponed until after consideration of clause 129, on motion by Hon Stephen Dawson (Minister for 
Mental Health). 
[See page 6481.] 
Clauses 3 to 15 put and passed. 
Clause 16: Sections 37A to 37D inserted — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I thank the minister for his indulgence on clause 2. Clause 16 will insert proposed sections 37A 
to 37D in the bill, and it is the inclusion of proposed section 37D that causes me some concern. I understand that 
this change will allow the Industrial Relations Commission to vary the scope of private sector awards, which goes 
beyond the recommendation of the Ritter review. Why did the government choose to move beyond the scope of 
the recommendation of the Ritter review and include proposed section 37D in the bill to allow the commission to 
vary private sector awards of its own motion and without anyone—either employees or employers—applying to 
the commission? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We think that it is consistent with recommendation 63 of the ministerial review, 
which recommended that the commission undertake an 18-month review to modernise all private sector awards. 
The entirety of recommendation 63 was not adopted as there was divergence amongst stakeholders regarding the 
nature of the modernisation of awards, particularly whether employees’ entitlements should be reduced under the 
resource intensiveness of a comprehensive 18-month review process for the industrial parties. The government 
considers that existing section 40B enables the commission to modernise award provisions of its own motion. New 
section 37D will ensure that award scope can also be addressed by the commission of its own motion. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister made reference to recommendation 63 and an 18-month review process. Has 
that review been undertaken? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, it was not undertaken. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: How is recommendation 63 a justification for new section 37D? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It is because it is a commission own-motion power. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Sorry; I must have misunderstood something. I thought the minister indicated that 
recommendation 63 of the Ritter review indicated that an 18-month review process should be undertaken by the 
commission to modernise provisions. Given that the review process has not occurred, how does the existence 
of recommendation 63, which has not been implemented, give rise to new section 37D? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We would have had to legislate for an 18-month review process. Part of the 
recommendation related to scope, so we are dealing with the scope issue. Existing section 40B enables the commission 
to modernise award provisions, as I have already indicated. New section 37D will ensure that the award scope can 
also be addressed by the commission of its own motion. As I said, stakeholders had a view that an 18-month review 
process would have been problematic in diverting people from other work and it would have been resource intensive. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Do I understand that recommendation 63 was to propose that a review process be undertaken 
over an 18-month period and that part of that review process would include considering award scope? 
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Hon Stephen Dawson: Yes. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That review process has not happened, so how did we leap over the review process and 
come to the conclusion that we should include new section 37D in the absence of the review process, which is said 
to be fundamental to that decision? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: New section 37D will allow a review process on scope. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: What does recommendation 63 of the Ritter review say? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Recommendation 63 of the Ritter review says — 

The Amended IR Act is to include provisions requiring the WAIRC, within eighteen (18) months, to: 
(a) Review and as necessary amend the scope of the awards of the WAIRC, and/or if required make 

new awards, with the aim of ensuring, subject to the following that all private sector employees 
within the State industrial relations system are covered by an award of the WAIRC, including 
but not limited to the categories of employees contained in Attachment A. 

(b) Recommendation (a) does not apply to employees of the types referred to in s 143(7) of the FW Act 
or who have an income higher than the high income threshold set under s 333 of the FW Act.  

(c) Review, and as necessary amend, each award of the WAIRC to: 
(i) Include the contents of the WAES so that employers and employees can understand the 

requirements and entitlements of and pursuant to the WAES. 
(ii) Ensure that the award does not contain any provision that: 

(A) Is less than the amount of the minimum wage or any other WAES. 
(B) Discriminates against an employee or employees on any ground on which 

discrimination is unlawful under the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA). 
(C) Is obsolete. 
(D) Contains references to Boards of Reference that would be inconsistent with 

the repeal of s 48 of the IR Act. 
(E) Contains a reference to an obsolete or outdated apprenticeship or traineeship 

scheme. 
(d) The process engaged in by the WAIRC in (a)–(c) above is not to have the effect of reducing any 

employee entitlements under existing awards unless the entitlement is able to and should be 
removed in the process described in recommendation (c)(ii)(C). 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is recommendation 63 limited to private sector awards? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It is. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is that despite the fact that it says “amend the scope of the awards”, without necessarily 
a reference to private sector awards? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told that the term of reference was private sector awards. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Was consideration given to including public sector awards? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The industrial parties to public sector awards are actively engaged in maintaining 
their awards. Scope is also determined differently in public sector awards and does not raise the same issues as the 
expression of scope in some private sector awards. An enterprise award applies only to a single employer; it is 
therefore not necessary to vary award scope as it is clear to whom the award extends. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Has the government considered whether the introduction of this new interventionist power 
in proposed section 37D will negatively impact upon the independence of the commission? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I think I may have touched on this briefly in my second reading reply. The commission 
currently has power to vary awards of its own motion. They are a state wage order, under section 50A of the 
Industrial Relations Act; a general order relating to any industrial matter varying any or all awards, under section 50; 
and award updating, under section 40B. The commission has had powers to vary awards of its own motion since 1925. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I move — 

Page 16, line 25 to page 18, line 16 — To delete the lines. 
Briefly, by way of explanation, this amendment seeks to delete from the bill proposed section 37D so that the 
power to vary private sector awards will not be vested in the commission. The view of the opposition is that 
proposed section 37D goes beyond the recommendations contained in the Ritter review final report, including 
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recommendation 63, which was just drawn to our attention by the minister. Although members would be aware 
that, as a whole, the opposition does not oppose the bill that is currently before us, because it includes some important 
and necessary reforms, nevertheless proposed section 37D is an unnecessary inclusion in clause 16 before us. This 
amendment will provide certainty within the workplace for both the employer and the employee. It is true that the 
commission has the ability to action state wage cases of its own motion, but in those cases there are no direct 
counterparties to the case. In contrast, the power of the commission to vary private sector awards will impact upon 
two parties: the employers and the employees. I seek the support of members for the amendment. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The government will not be supporting this amendment. As the honourable member 
pointed out, the amendment to clause 16 will delete the entirety of new section 37D of the Industrial Relations Act. 
There are significant and unsustainable deficiencies related to the scope clauses in some private sector awards that 
exist right now, where it is not clear to whom an award applies, state awards have not kept pace with contemporary 
forms of work, and industrial parties have vacated the field and are failing to maintain award scope. Providing 
the commission with the power to vary the scope of private sector awards of its own motion will enable it to 
proactively deal with these issues. This power, as I have indicated previously, is consistent with existing powers 
the commission has under section 40B and section 50 to vary awards of its own on motion—again, powers that 
it has had since 1925. The commission’s power will not be unfettered. It will be subject to section 37D(6), which 
provides that the commission must not make a variation to award scope of its own motion until it has done the 
following: published the proposed variation in the newspaper circulating in the state or on the commission’s 
website; provided notice of the proposed variation to UnionsWA, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 
Western Australia, the Minister for Industrial Relations and organisations and employers who are representatives 
of those who will be covered by the award; and afforded those persons or bodies the opportunity to be heard in 
relation to the proposed variation. 
I want to stress that the government is committed to addressing these award scope deficiencies. If the commission 
is not given the power, the minister will have the power to make an application under section 50 of the IR act 
for a general order to vary the scope of the specified award—that is an action that I could take. The benefits of 
section 37D over the minister making an application are that the commission would be limited to varying the scope 
of an award—under section 50, it will be possible for the commission to vary other award conditions at the same 
time—and it allows the commission to initiate and program the award scope variation work. I am further advised that 
last year the Master Builders Association and the Electrical and Communications Association of Western Australia 
wrote to the then Minister for Industrial Relations stating that it is more appropriate for the commission to initiate 
variations to award scope than the minister, so we do not support the member’s amendment. 
Amendment put and negatived. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 17 put and passed. 
Clause 18: Section 40 amended — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Clause 18 seeks to amend section 40 and, in so doing, includes a reference to new section 37D, 
which was just agreed to by the house. It had been foreshadowed that I would move the amendment standing in 
my name at 5/18. However, I am advised that that is a consequential amendment based upon the proposal by the 
opposition to amend clause 16. In light of the decision just made by the house on clause 16, the amendment standing 
in my name at clause 18 falls away and I will not be moving it. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 19 to 23 put and passed. 
Clause 24: Section 49I amended — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Clause 24 amends section 49I of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. Is there anything in 
section 49I, as it is currently drafted, that would prevent copies of a document from being taken through the use 
of a phone? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: What will be the risks to a person’s intellectual property rights with the inclusion of the taking 
of photographs, films and audio, video or other recordings in amended section 49I? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told the power is about investigating and rectifying an inspected breach. It is not 
about trying to access commercial-in-confidence information. If that were the case, there would be other ways people 
could seek recourse on that issue. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That might not be the intention of the taking of the photographs, films, audio, video or other 
recordings, but is it a risk? 
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Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It may be a risk, but an employer is not going to hand over any information that relates 
to their trade secrets. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: No, they are not going to hand them over, but this is the problem with the ability to take 
photographs, films, audio, video or other recordings. A unionist might enter the premises and take a photograph, 
film, audio, video or other recording. We had a discussion a little earlier around whether consent was required, but 
as an ancillary matter to the taking of the photograph, film, audio, video or other recording, is there not some form 
of risk to a person’s intellectual property rights as a result of the mere taking of the photograph or recording? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: There could be a risk, but I am not sure it is relevant because I honestly do not think 
those bits of commercial-in-confidence information are going to be lying around. If it is of such value, it is not the 
kind of thing that is likely to be sitting on top of the desk for everybody who might walk into the room to see. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: What if the intellectual property right is a particular type of machinery? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: If someone took a photograph of the machine, they would just see the outside of the 
box; they would not see the machinations inside the machine. I am not sure we are going to make progress on this. 
The honourable member obviously has a viewpoint and the government has a viewpoint. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Has any stakeholder raised concern about this provision? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I do not believe anyone has raised the issue in terms of intellectual property rights, 
but certainly the Master Builders Association and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia 
have raised issues. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Does the minister mean they have raised issues about clause 24? If so, what are those issues? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, I am told that they primarily have raised issues of misuse, and that has been in 
my office. I am further advised that in conversations with the department, issues concerning intellectual property 
rights were raised. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: So some stakeholders have raised a concern with the minister’s office and the department 
about the concept of misuse—in other words, the misuse of this new power to take photographs, films and audio, 
video and other recordings—and the ancillary concern of risk to a person’s intellectual property rights. What has 
the government done to assuage those concerns? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: If the rights were breached, I am told there would be remedies under other laws. For 
example, if something relates to a patent, there is the commonwealth Patents Act 1990. If it relates to a trademark, 
there is the Trade Marks Act 1995. If it relates to copyright, there is the commonwealth Copyright Act 1968 or 
Designs Act 2003. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister is saying that this new right in clause 24 will need to be understood by those 
wishing to take these photographs, films and audio, video and other recordings in light of not only the Surveillance 
Devices Act, to which we referred earlier, but also up to another four pieces of legislation. They will have to be 
cognisant of all those things before they start to take photographs and the like. Does the government intend to provide 
any education to those who might start using this power? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told it will provide a general information sheet about this new power. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Will this general information sheet be provided by the Industrial Relations Commission 
or the department? Who will provide this information sheet? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It will be the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: The department will provide this information sheet for unionists to read and understand 
very clearly that before they enter somebody’s home to take photographs, films and audio, video and other recordings, 
they need to be cognisant of at least five pieces of legislation, because if they are not, they could be in breach of 
both Western Australian and commonwealth law, as I think the minister indicated, and I understand that some of 
these things could even attract a fine of $5 000. Are there any sanctions or penalties that might involve imprisonment? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told that under the Surveillance Devices Act there may well be a penalty of 
imprisonment for up to 12 months. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: So the department will issue this information sheet to unionists before they embark upon 
the taking of photographs, films and audio, video and other recordings, alerting them to the fact that they need to 
be cognisant of at least five pieces of legislation, both Western Australian and commonwealth, which could result in 
fines and, in certain circumstances, imprisonment. What is the scope for a unionist to be able to undertake the power 
to take photographs, films and audio, video and other recordings? I understand that to enter a person’s ordinary 
place of habitation or residence, an authorised representative will need to get an order from the Industrial Relations 
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Commission. The Industrial Relations Commission will only be able to provide that order in exceptional circumstances. 
Outside that, are there any scenarios in which photographs, films and audio, video and other recordings could be 
taken in the absence of such an order? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: If they have right of entry to attend commercial premises, they could use a smartphone, 
for example. Under the current legislation, a person with a right of entry already has the ability to record, but not 
by electronic means; they can take notes or draw pictures of an alleged breach. This essentially brings us into the 
modern age and allows for recording of an alleged breach on a smartphone, like this one. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: For the benefit of Hansard, the minister is referring to his phone. Is the capacity to take 
photographs, films and audio, video and other recordings, including in people’s homes, permitted in other jurisdictions? 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told that Victoria recently passed legislation to make such a thing possible. 
Victoria’s legislation expressly enables officials to take photographs for measurements or make sketches or recordings 
at a workplace when investigating a contravention of the Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Victoria has recently legislated to allow electronic recording over and above what the minister 
has referred to as the existing right in Western Australia with regard to drawing a diagram and taking notes and 
so forth, but no other Australian jurisdiction has yet legislated to allow authorised representatives to legally enter 
a person’s home and take photographs, films or audio, video or other recordings. Is that right? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Not to my knowledge, honourable member. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Does the Victorian legislation allow that to occur in a person’s home? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Victoria has no industrial relations jurisdiction because in 1996, the then Victorian 
government referred its industrial relations powers to the commonwealth government. This relates to the Victorian 
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In other words, a Victorian authorised representative cannot enter a person’s home and 
take photographs, films or audio, video or other recordings. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Theoretically, yes, they can, if it is also a workplace. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Can a Victorian authorised representative enter a person’s home—not their place of business, 
but their home? Are they able to go into a person’s home and take photographs, films or audio, video or other recordings? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We cannot be sure on that, honourable member, because it is not our area. That 
comes under the Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Act, which is not industrial relations law. The advisers 
with me are industrial relations advisers. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I move — 

Page 28, lines 20 to 24 — To delete the lines. 
By way of explanation to members, the amendment to section 49I(2)(c) proposed in clause 24(5) is not about the 
copying of documents, which is already provided for in the bill as it is currently drafted. Clause 24(5) is about the 
videorecording, live streaming and photographing of any work, material, machinery or appliance in an enterprise 
when that enterprise may have intellectual property rights attached to it. It is the opposition’s view that it is far too 
broad a power to allow a union official to enter a property and start filming and videoing anything occurring on that 
property. The power provided in this clause raises intellectual property right infringement issues, privacy issues, 
and, potentially, even safety issues. The opposition calls on the government to consider the appropriateness of the 
amendment that I have just moved. This is an unnecessary overreach and the amendment to delete clause 24(5) will 
enable the other important provisions in this bill to attract bipartisan support. The former minister in the other place 
said on 19 August 2020 in Hansard at page 5238 — 

I am inviting the Liberal Party to give me a provision that authorises union officials to use these devices 
in the appropriate circumstance, as they see fit. 

This is precisely our concern with clause 24(5). In the words of the minister, union officials will, under this clause, 
be able to use phones or other devices to record, film, live stream or photograph any work, material, machinery or 
appliance or processes in a workplace as they see fit. I direct members’ attention to the Fair Work Commission’s 
2015 decision in BPL Adelaide Pty Ltd v National Union of Workers. In this case, the commission found, quite rightly, 
that nothing could limit a property owner or an employer from specifying the ownership rights that are of concern to it 
and requiring that all visitors to its premises comply with those particular policy requirements. Any rights given to 
videoing machinery and the like need to be understood to be qualified rights to the overriding right of the employer, 
which was made clear in this Fair Work Commission case. In this case, BPL had a national policy requirement that 
limited the areas in which mobile telephones and cameras could be operated. The policy stated that Adelaide Poultry 
site’s policy did not allow mobile phones, iPads, cameras or any device capable of taking or recording images to be 
brought onto the site while production was occurring. The National Union of Workers’ position was that BPL did not 
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have the capacity to insist that persons exercising rights of entry pursuant to section 484 of the Fair Work Act not 
bring in mobile phones or other electronic devices, including imaging-capable devices. BPL’s position was that as 
the employer and property owner, it had the capacity to insist that persons entering its sites not bring imaging-capable 
devices onto those sites and that this capacity included persons exercising entry rights pursuant to section 484 of 
the Fair Work Act. BPL advised that the policy was enforced to ensure that sensitive or confidential information was 
not compromised by images being taken of equipment, processes or plant designs. Further, the policy also ensured the 
protection of the privacy of employees. The policy was also applied for reasons of work health and safety in that the use 
of electronic devices in areas where high-risk machinery is operating represents a safety risk. I note from paragraph 11 
of the Fair Work Commission’s decision 3905 in 2015 that BPL also advised the following — 

“Another rationale for BPL Adelaide implementing and maintaining the VC Procedure arises because of the 
historical conduct of union officials of the Respondent have previously been found to have engaged in covert 
filming while exercising right of entry … breaches of the VC Procedure by union officials of the Respondent 
using electronic devices on site, even after they were made aware of and did not object to the VC Procedure.  

In the 2015 BPL decision, Senior Deputy President O’Callaghan was satisfied that BPL was able to generally 
implement its policy as the employer–owner and that the policy was consistent with its objective of protecting its 
commercial interest, making compliance with the policy a reasonable request. I ask the government and members in 
this place to support this amendment, which does not seek to undermine anything in the Western Australian industrial 
relations system; rather, it will prevent significant overreach and avoid intellectual property right infringement, 
privacy issues and, potentially, even safety issues, such as those raised in the BPL Fair Work Commission decision. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The government will not support this amendment. 
Hon Peter Collier interjected. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am sorry to disappoint the honourable member. Clause 24(5) will amend section 49I(2)(c) 
of the IR act to enable an authorised representative to electronically record things such as machinery and work processes 
when investigating a suspected breach of an industrial law or occupational health and safety law. I think I am hearing 
that the opposition does not believe that the best evidence possible should be available for potential enforcement 
proceedings. Instead of an authorised representative being able to take a photo of a suspected safety breach, such as 
unsafe scaffolding, they would have to rely on a hand-sketched picture in a court action. It is in everybody’s interest, 
including the relevant employer, that the best possible evidence is contemporaneously captured and preserved. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: To conclude the discussion on the amendment before the chamber, I remind the minister 
and members of information just recently provided to the house that no other jurisdiction in Australia permits this. 
Victoria has recently provided some form of provision for this, yet the government is unable to confirm that that 
would also be able to occur in a person’s private home; therefore, the government’s proposal in this clause to amend 
section 49I is entirely inappropriate. 

Division 
Amendment put and a division taken, the Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Peter Foster) casting his vote with 
the noes, with the following result — 

Ayes (7) 

Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Donna Faragher Hon Tjorn Sibma Hon Nick Goiran (Teller) 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Steve Martin Hon Dr Steve Thomas  
 

Noes (22) 

Hon Klara Andric Hon Peter Foster Hon Sophia Moermond Hon Dr Sally Talbot 
Hon Dan Caddy Hon Lorna Harper Hon Shelley Payne Hon Dr Brian Walker 
Hon Sandra Carr Hon Jackie Jarvis Hon Dr Brad Pettitt Hon Darren West 
Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Alannah MacTiernan Hon Stephen Pratt Hon Pierre Yang (Teller) 
Hon Kate Doust Hon Ayor Makur Chuot Hon Martin Pritchard  
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Kyle McGinn Hon Matthew Swinbourn  

            
Pairs 

Hon Neil Thomson Hon Rosie Sahanna 
Hon Colin de Grussa Hon Samantha Rowe 

Amendment thus negatived.  
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 25: Section 49K replaced — 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: Clause 25 will insert a new section 49K in the Industrial Relations Act to allow an authorised 
representative to apply to the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission for an order permitting the 
authorised representative to enter habitation premises and the commission to make an order to permit the authorised 
representative to enter the habitation premises if it is satisfied that exceptional circumstances exist warranting the 
making of the order. Why is the term “exceptional circumstances” not defined in the bill? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The commission will decide whether exceptional circumstances exist based on the 
facts of a particular case. To be exceptional, a circumstance must be unusual, so it is not possible to anticipate every 
circumstance that could arise, and, for this reason, the term “exceptional” is not defined. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: At the moment, there is an absolute prohibition at law from a unionist entering a person’s 
home. This clause is going to allow it for the first time in WA law, albeit, as the minister says, in exceptional 
circumstances. What might be the exceptional circumstances that would warrant the making of the order? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Exceptional circumstances could possibly exist. I think the example I gave earlier 
was about a sweatshop and if an employer was suspected of operating a sweatshop, which is commonly associated 
with the textile, footwear and clothing industries, out of their home. It could be when an employee to whom the 
suspected breach relates is particularly vulnerable. It could be that the employee is a child and has a disability. It 
is also necessary to review the workplace to investigate the suspected breach and this may be particularly relevant 
to safety breaches. 
I want to place on the record that if an authorised representative applies to the commission for an order, the process in 
section 32 of the IR act will apply and this means that the commission will be required to endeavour to resolve the matter 
by conciliation at the first instance. In other words, the commission would conciliate between the home owner and the 
authorised representative to try to informally resolve the dispute, but, if it did not, obviously there will be recourse here. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Have cases been brought to the attention of the government that have justified the inclusion 
of this clause?  
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Because we are including domestic workers in the bill now before us, and many 
domestic workers actually work in a person’s home, the government believed there was a need to include such 
a power. Did the member ask whether it was happening somewhere else? 
Hon Nick Goiran: No. Have there been any cases which have caused concern to justify this? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: To my knowledge, there have been cases of, essentially, sweatshops or slavery in places 
like Victoria. They have been publicised and I recall previously reading about such things. Although I do not have 
an example from Western Australia, I have heard of examples from other states. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: There are no cases in WA that justify this extraordinary provision that would allow for the 
first time in Western Australian law — 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Not that we are aware of. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is right, so the government is not aware of any cases in Western Australia that justify 
this extraordinary provision that will see us remove an absolute prohibition as a matter of law for a unionist to enter 
a person’s home. It is in the law at the moment that a unionist cannot enter a person’s home—full stop. We are about 
to change that and allow it in exceptional circumstances, but the government is not aware of any Western Australian 
case that would justify it. This is extraordinary. It is totally unnecessary. In that particular instance, why would the 
unionist not be able to report the matter to the police or the department? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: They could. Honourable member, I have been advised earlier on by an honourable 
member that the word “unionist” has a different meaning for them, so I am going to use the term “trade unionist” 
this afternoon so that I do not offend any people in this place who might come from places around the world where 
the word “unionist” is not the same as the term “trade unionist” in the legislation before us. 
The honourable member said “the government”. I make the point that the minister and the advisers around me are 
not aware of any examples in Western Australia. I cannot speak for the whole government, because I am not sure 
whether other advisers or people in other departments could give the member an example of this; I am not sure that 
is the case. I also want to say—I am not sure whether the member is saying this—the Western Australian Industrial 
Relations Commission is not a hotbed of radicals and lefties. It has a chief commissioner and commissioners who 
are esteemed people. I do not think they are going to be making decisions on a whim. If there is an exceptional 
circumstance, they will want to make sure that they analyse it and are confident that it is such an exceptional issue 
that it warrants the ability to use such a power. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The point that the minister made there is fair and reasonable and is conceded by the 
opposition. There is no criticism here of the Industrial Relations Commission. We accept that if an application is 
made, the commissioners will consider the matter on its merits and they will have a job to do. They will have to 
ensure that the rule of law is adhered to. There is no criticism on the part of the opposition about that. The criticism 
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on the part of the opposition is that the government has decided to remove an absolute prohibition in the current law 
and replace it with this new provision that will allow this to happen in exceptional circumstances. Indeed, I note 
that at page 28, clause 25, which we are considering at the moment, starts with the instruction to delete section 49K. 
Members are about to agree to remove the entirety of section 49K from the Industrial Relations Act and insert this 
new provision. What is section 49K at the moment? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: At the moment, section 49K reads — 

No entry to premises used for habitation 
An authorised representative does not have authority under this Division to enter any part of the premises 
of an employer that is principally used for habitation by the employer and his or her household. 

As the honourable member knows, we are including domestic workers in the legislation before us, and many domestic 
workers work in a person’s home. We believe this power is needed, albeit we are putting safeguards around it so 
that the commission has to agree that there are exceptional circumstances in which the power can be used. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Notwithstanding the fact, as the minister said earlier, that nothing would stop the trade unionists 
from reporting the matter to the department or the police, and that the minister indicated that that would be fine, the 
opposition absolutely does not support this new right of entry. Notwithstanding that, it is clear to the opposition 
that the government is insistent on this particular provision being made; therefore, I have an amendment standing 
in my name at 7/25 on the supplementary notice paper that will codify the circumstances in which an exceptional 
circumstance order could be made. I will provide further explanation momentarily.  
In the meantime, I move — 

Page 29, lines 7 to 9 — To delete the lines and insert — 
(3) The Commission may make the order only if it is satisfied that — 

(a) the owner or occupier of the habitation premises has had a reasonable opportunity to make 
representations to the Commission about the application made under subsection (2); 

(b) the application made under subsection (2) is for the purpose of obtaining information 
that cannot be obtained in any manner other than entry to the habitation premises by the 
authorised representative; and 

(c) exceptional circumstances exist warranting the making of the order. 
As I understand it, the amendment standing in my name will codify what the government says will be the normal process 
for the Industrial Relations Commission of Western Australia anyway when it considers whether to make one of these 
exceptional circumstances orders. In light of that, will the government support the amendment; and, if not, why not? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The government is not supportive of the amendment. The opposition’s amendment 
maintains the requirement for exceptional circumstances to exist but would additionally require the commission to 
be satisfied that the owner or occupier of the home has had a reasonable opportunity to make representations to the 
commission on the proposed entry and the information sought by the authorised representative cannot be obtained 
in any manner other entry. 
With respect to the first limb of the opposition’s proposal, it is unnecessary to provide the owner or occupier with the 
right to make representations to the commission because this right is already built into section 32 of the Industrial 
Relations Act. An application by an authorised representative under proposed section 49K(3) would be dealt with by the 
commission under section 32, which relevantly provides for the commission to conciliate and arbitrate matters. At first 
instance, the commission would attempt to resolve the matter by conciliating between the parties. If that is unsuccessful, 
the commission could finally determine the matter by arbitration. Arbitration would involve a hearing between the 
parties. With respect to the second limb of the opposition’s proposal, this would make the bar for obtaining an order 
almost impossible and therefore illusory. In addition to exceptional circumstances existing, the information sought must 
not be obtainable in any manner other than entry. It is conceivable that the information sought could be obtained in 
another manner—for example, in the form of a photo or video footage—but this may be inferior to a physical inspection. 
The government believes that it has struck the right balance with proposed section 49K(3), and for this reason it 
does not support the opposition’s amendment. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: This is unbelievable from the government. The minister said that first limb of the amendment 
would happen anyway and that the commission would need to give the owner or occupier a reasonable opportunity 
to make representations because the commission has an obligation to conciliate. There should be no reason why we 
cannot make it crystal clear in the legislation that the commission is not to make one of these exceptional circumstances 
orders unless it has actually done so. Then, the minister indicated, “It might be able to be done by way of an inspection. 
That might be a superior outcome than taking a photograph and so forth.” Well, send in the department—send in 
somebody else. Why does a trade unionist have to waltz into a person’s home in circumstances in which the owner 
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or occupier might not have had a reasonable opportunity to make representations and the information could be 
provided in another fashion? Is the minister saying that it will be impossible for the Industrial Relations Commission 
to make one of these orders without the owner or occupier having first of all been given notice and had an opportunity 
to make representations? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: That is what I am saying, honourable member; yes. I do not think anybody is going 
to be waltzing in anywhere. This is serious stuff in this legislation. The government believes that the bill has the 
right safeguards. The member is welcome to move his amendment, but the government is not for the moving, so 
we will have to agree to disagree. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Where we agree is that this is serious stuff—100 per cent. People being able to enter 
a person’s home is most certainly serious stuff; we agree on that point. However, I fail to understand that if the 
government concedes that it will not be possible—in fact, it will be impossible; the commission cannot make an order 
of this kind without first giving an owner or occupier notice and a reasonable opportunity to make representations—
there should be no good reason that proposed section 49K(3)(a) in the amendment on the supplementary notice paper 
should not be agreed to. The government said that it will happen as a matter of course; let us put it in the legislation. 
Let us make sure that it definitely will happen. If we do, there will be no chance that a commissioner could make 
a mistake, because—guess what, minister?—the Public Service Appeal Board has been issuing summons to witnesses 
despite the fact that there is no law to do that. The Industrial Relations Commission does not always get it right. 
Sometimes mistakes are made, because it took the Attorney General to intervene to help out his mate the member 
for Kwinana and shield him from providing any evidence in an unfair dismissal case. Sometimes we need to make 
sure that things are in black and white so that there is no possibility of a misinterpretation or a misapplication of 
the law. This amendment will do that, but the government seems quite content to allow this extraordinary provision 
to come into effect. It is so extraordinary that no other jurisdiction in Australia allows for it, but we are going to 
sneak it in here on the final day of the 2021 sitting year. This is not acceptable at all. We ask the minister and the 
government to support the amendment standing in my name. 

Division 
Amendment put and a division taken, the Deputy Chair (Hon Peter Foster) casting his vote with the noes, with the 
following result — 

Ayes (7) 

Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Steve Martin Hon Dr Steve Thomas Hon Nick Goiran (Teller) 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Tjorn Sibma Hon Neil Thomson  

 

Noes (21) 

Hon Klara Andric Hon Peter Foster Hon Sophia Moermond Hon Dr Brian Walker 
Hon Dan Caddy Hon Lorna Harper Hon Shelley Payne Hon Darren West 
Hon Sandra Carr Hon Jackie Jarvis Hon Stephen Pratt Hon Pierre Yang (Teller) 
Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Alannah MacTiernan Hon Martin Pritchard  
Hon Kate Doust Hon Ayor Makur Chuot Hon Matthew Swinbourn  
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Kyle McGinn Hon Dr Sally Talbot  

            
Pairs 

Hon Donna Faragher Hon Rosie Sahanna 
Hon Colin de Grussa Hon Samantha Rowe 

Amendment thus negatived. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The opposition obviously respects the decision of the chamber not to support the amendment 
moved by the opposition, which would have codified the circumstances in which the Western Australian Industrial 
Relations Commission could give an exceptional circumstances order for a trade unionist to enter a person’s home. 
We accept the decision of the chamber not to codify that. We certainly hope that if this provision is passed, the 
Industrial Relations Commission will do exactly as the Minister for Industrial Relations has outlined it will do—
that is, to make sure that there is notice and that there is an opportunity for representations. It remains totally 
unacceptable for us to have a situation in Western Australian law whereby the current absolute prohibition under 
section 49K on a trade unionist entering a person’s home is being removed. That is what will happen under clause 25. 
The clause seeks to delete section 49K. The minister kindly read out to the chamber exactly what section 49K says. 
We are tearing down that fence, which is an absolute prohibition at law on a trade unionist entering a person’s 
home, and instead inserting a qualified right for a trade unionist to enter a person’s home, albeit they will need to 
go to the Industrial Relations Commission and get an order, which the commission can provide only in exceptional 
circumstances. When we asked the government to provide us with even one case in Western Australia that justifies 
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this, nothing was able to be provided—not one single case. Yet we are going to allow a trade unionist to enter 
a person’s home. There is no way in the world that the opposition can support that. 

Division 
Clause put and a division taken, the Deputy Chair (Hon Peter Foster) casting his vote with the ayes, with the 
following result — 

Ayes (21) 

Hon Klara Andric Hon Peter Foster Hon Sophia Moermond Hon Dr Brian Walker 
Hon Dan Caddy Hon Lorna Harper Hon Shelley Payne Hon Darren West 
Hon Sandra Carr Hon Jackie Jarvis Hon Stephen Pratt Hon Pierre Yang (Teller) 
Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Alannah MacTiernan Hon Martin Pritchard  
Hon Kate Doust Hon Ayor Makur Chuot Hon Matthew Swinbourn  
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Kyle McGinn Hon Dr Sally Talbot  

 

Noes (7) 

Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Donna Faragher Hon Tjorn Sibma Hon Nick Goiran (Teller) 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Steve Martin Hon Neil Thomson  

            
Pairs 

Hon Rosie Sahanna Hon Dr Steve Thomas 
Hon Samantha Rowe Hon Colin de Grussa 

Clause thus passed. 

Clauses 26 to 28 put and passed. 
Clause 29: Part II Division 3AA inserted — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Paragraph 245 in the massive explanatory memorandum provided with this bill says — 

The power of the Commission to deal with a stop bullying or sexual harassment application is also not 
limited by another provision of the IR Act or another enactment providing for the resolution of grievances 
or disputes by workers. 

Is there anything in this clause, or in any other provision in this bill, to stop an employee from forum shopping to 
get a better hearing in one forum rather than another; for example, if a WorkSafe investigation was taking place at 
the same time as an application in the Industrial Relations Commission? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, but I certainly would not use the words “forum shopping”, honourable member. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 30 to 37 put and passed. 
Clause 38: Part 2AA inserted — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In the minister’s media release on 18 November 2021, which as the minister can see I have 
spent some time perusing and considering — 
Hon Stephen Dawson: I have spoken to the staff, the member will be pleased to know. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister said in that media release — 

The Bill will also give the McGowan Government the ability to bring local government into the State 
industrial relations system, where it belongs. 
Currently, local government workplaces are regulated by either the WA industrial relations system or by 
Fair Work. Bringing all local government bodies under the one jurisdiction will provide clarity and 
certainty for employers and employees. 
Returning local government workplace regulation to the State system will ensure our local governments 
are regulated by laws that are effective, fair, and that meet the expectations of WA ratepayers, rather than 
laws originating from Canberra. 

Can the minister indicate to the house how many workers are in workplaces currently regulated by the state system? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Sorry, honourable member, I just want to clarify the question. Did it refer to not 
local government alone, but more generally? 
Hon Nick Goiran: Yes, that is right. 
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Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am told that an exact number has never been identified, honourable member. The 
advice I got is that between 21 and 36 per cent of the Western Australian workforce is in the state system—that 
includes public sector workers, sole traders et cetera. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: How will that change once this bill passes and the government undertakes that conferral 
process and brings in all the local government workers? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: As a percentage change? 
Hon Nick Goiran: Yes. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I do not have that information. We believe that there are 20 000-odd workers in the 
local government system, but I have no more detail than that. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I appreciate that these are approximate figures, and for the purpose of our discussion we 
only need approximate figures. Between 21 and 36 per cent of workers are in workplaces that are currently regulated 
by the state system. It is interesting that there is a 15 per cent variance, but we do not have the time to unpack that 
today, but it would have been a good live inquiry by the Standing Committee on Legislation. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: We could have been going for weeks. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: No doubt it is inundated with work at the moment. Somewhere between 21 and 36 per cent 
of workers are in workplaces currently regulated by the same state system. If the government is able to successfully 
convince the federal minister to include all the local government workers, it will add 20 000 workers to whatever that 
baseline figure is. That means that everybody else remains in workplaces outside of the state system. Is that right? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Yes, it is. Again, that 20 000 was an approximate figure. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is it the position of the government that those workers outside the system are regulated by 
laws that are ineffective and unfair? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I would not necessarily say that, honourable member. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Again, I go back to the minister’s media release of 18 November. Part of the explanation 
that the minister gave in that famous media release was that this legislation would allow local governments to be 
regulated by laws that are effective, fair and meet the expectation of WA ratepayers, rather than laws originating 
from Canberra. If other laws are not ineffective and unfair—the minister said that he would not describe them in 
that way—I am not sure what the justification is for this intrusion. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Indeed, I think the member is reading into that sentence a bit too much. There is 
a comma in the sentence, after which it says, “rather than laws originating from Canberra.” I said that the laws in 
Western Australia would be fair, effective and meet the expectations of locals, but all I said about Canberra is to 
mention that laws originate in Canberra. I have cast no aspersions. 
As I previously indicated, the Barnett government made a decision to include CEOs of local government authorities 
in the state system by virtue of giving them access to the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal. I am firmly of the 
belief that if it is good enough for the bosses, it is good enough for the workers. Certainly, we support this provision 
wholeheartedly. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Have any of the 121 local government authorities in Western Australia expressly requested 
that the minister bring them back into the state industrial relations system? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Apparently there was at least one, honourable member. My advisers tell me that 
contact was made before the last bill. I cannot confidently say whether any others have requested it. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is the minister in a position to table that one request? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I have not got it. Again, it was before the last debate, so it would have been the last 
minister’s office. I do not have access to it here. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister does not have access to it at the moment. However, is it a document or a request 
that is capable of being tabled? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We are not sure. I do not propose to hold up the bill today for that. I am happy to give 
an undertaking that if we subsequently find that there is a document, I will provide it to the member. Obviously 
that would be after the passage of this bill, but I can bring it to the member’s attention. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I would be quite satisfied if that could be provided, even when the house next sits on 
15 February 2022. I want to be very clear here that there was definitely at least one case when this occurred. I do 
not want to be too cute on the point about the witness summonses that was made before, but we were told that 
there was none of those and then we found out that there was. I want to be confident now that there definitely is at 
least one local government in Western Australia that has specifically come to the McGowan government and said, 
“Please bring us into the state industrial relations system. We really, really want to be brought into the state system.” 
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Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It is certainly my advisers’ recollection. I suspect that people were happy at the time 
to have such correspondence or message. I do not have access to it, but I am happy to give the undertaking that 
can I unearth it, and I will certainly try to, I will happily provide it to the honourable member when we return to 
Parliament next year. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Has the government considered allowing local government authorities to opt out of the 
scheme to take them out of the federal industrial relations system? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, we have not. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Why not? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It is because as I indicated earlier in, I think, my second reading reply, there is a legal 
question as to whether they can be in the federal system anyway. We certainly believe they should be in the state 
system for a variety of reasons, and we have not contemplated leaving some in the state system or some in the 
federal system. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I have had representations from local government, as I am sure many other members 
have, about the cost of transitioning from the federal system to the state system. I was interested in the minister’s 
comments about it being in the interest of ratepayers. Does the minister know what will be the cost to ratepayers of 
transitioning from the federal system to the state system? Will the McGowan government assist ratepayers in those 
local governments to meet those costs? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The commitment is to work closely with the Western Australian Local Government 
Association and local governments to help transition. That transition will happen over a two-year period. I have 
heard some people bandy around extraordinary numbers for what it might cost to transition. Equally, I have had 
conversations with shires in my electorate that do not believe the cost of transition will be big or a burden on 
ratepayers. There are obviously different people saying different things. Certainly, my commitment on behalf of 
the government is to work with WALGA and local governments to make the transition as seamless as possible. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Is the minister saying that he is making this decision now without any understanding 
of the cost to the ratepayers of Western Australia? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It is difficult to work out what the cost might be. My advice is that the cost will not be 
big, but I do not know. Just as I could not give Hon Nick Goiran the number of workers who are in the state system, 
I cannot give Hon Martin Aldridge a figure for the cost, but I have been told by people I respect in the local government 
sector, including my own electorate, that the cost will not be big and that they will cope with it and they will move on. 
Certainly, the workers we have spoken to have a very strong view that they would like to be covered by the state system. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Given that the government is asking us to pass this bill, and this clause in particular, 
in a short time and also without considered information, the minister mentioned that the McGowan government is 
prepared to work with the local government sector over this two-year transition period. Does “work with” include 
providing financial support if that is required? Particularly given the state of finances currently, is that on the table 
from the minister’s perspective? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No decisions have been made in that regard. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I thank Hon Martin Aldridge for those excellent questions about the cost implications of 
this insistence by the government to take local governments out of the federal industrial relations scheme. This is 
a point of concern for the opposition. We have had multiple representations and I am sure the government has as well. 
It was interesting that in the earlier debate, I think on clause 1, the minister conceded it would be possible under 
this legislation for the minister to prepare a list of just those local governments that consent to this change and provide 
it to the federal government. According to the minister, we know that there is at least one such local government 
in existence. If the local government consents to the change and requests it, the opposition certainly has no problem 
with the government taking this approach, but we have great concerns about the dictatorial approach whereby the 
McGowan Labor government simply dictates to local governments and tells them where they will be, regardless 
of whether they consent. The amendment that I will move shortly will ensure that this will occur only when there 
has been consent. Accordingly, I move — 

Page 48, after line 17 — To insert — 
(3) The regulations may make a declaration only if the Minister is satisfied that the employer has 

consented to the declaration. 
By way of explanation, the amendment to clause 38 that I have moved will provide that should the minister exercise 
their power to bring an employer away from the national scheme and deem them to be employers under the state 
scheme, this power shall not be exercised without the consent of the employer. The former minister in the other place 
insisted that the Western Australian Local Government Association supported the current drafting of clause 38. The 
opposition has found that surprising in light of the letters written to the then shadow Minister for Industrial Relations 
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by WALGA on behalf of the local government sector dated 21 May 2020 and 23 June 2020, and further, the WALGA 
state council meeting minutes dated 5 May this year. Indeed, in the letter dated 21 May 2020, WALGA wrote — 

Since … the State Government declaring a State of Emergency because of COVID-19, we have been 
informed that the State Government is progressing the policy recommendation that Local Government be 
regulated by the State IR system. This is extremely concerning, particularly given the unprecedented 
times we find ourselves in. 
The sector has been an essential partner in enabling and supporting the State Government to contain and 
manage the COVID-19 pandemic. 
While the sector navigates these challenges it is counterintuitive that the State Government wants to 
impose unnecessary changes that will have a huge cost and resource impost on the majority of regional 
and metropolitan Local Governments. This is further highlighted by the fact that a significant majority of 
Local Governments oppose a change in industrial jurisdiction.  

WALGA goes into more specific detail about the federal and state industrial relations systems in its second letter 
dated 23 June last year. It says — 

There are 121 of 139 Local Governments and seven Regional Councils operating in the federal industrial 
relations … system. This equates to 87% of the sector with the remaining 13% operating in the State IR system. 
Currently there are 114 federally registered enterprise agreements applying to 75 Local Governments and 
Regional Councils as compared to 12 State industrial agreements. 
Compared to the State IR system the Federal system has been and continues to be modernised to 
acknowledge the contemporary landscape of employment in Australia.  

The letter continues — 
The Federal award modernisation process has resulted in one award covering Local Governments, that being 
the Local Government Industry Award 2020 (LGIA). This is not the case in the State IR system where in 
addition to the Local Government Officers (Western Australia) Award 1999 and the Municipal Employees 
(Western Australia) Award 1999 there are numerous State awards with the potential to cover the broad range 
of services outside Local Government statutory functions. Further these awards are poorly worded, difficult 
to interpret and have not been reviewed or updated in any capacity to make them relevant. In addition, unlike 
the Federal system where there is one piece of key legislation i.e. the Fair Work Act 2009, there are multiple 
pieces of legislation to navigate in the State system including the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) and 
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA). 
Another benefit of the Federal system is that it allows for enterprise agreements to be negotiated directly 
with employees as employee bargaining representatives, unlike the State system where industrial agreements 
can only be made between employers and unions. Based on our experience union membership rates in 
Local Government are low and union claims do not always align to employee priorities, making direct 
employee involvement in the negotiation process vital and necessary to achieving a successful agreement. 
For example, the current bargaining provisions in the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) mean that if 
there are no employees of a Local Government that are union members, the Local Government will have 
to contact a union with coverage and negotiate the terms of an industrial instrument with the union in order 
for the WAIRC to approve the industrial agreement. 

The Western Australian Local Government Association continues in this same letter, dated 23 June last year, to 
outline the financial implications of moving to the state industrial relations system. The former Minister for 
Industrial Relations in the other place dismissed this when he said that the provision would not increase costs on 
local government. In contrast with that assertion by the former minister, WALGA states in this letter — 

Given the diversity between Local Governments it is hard to quantify the financial implications of moving 
to the State IR system. However, it is fair to say it will come at considerable expense because of the resources 
and time required to enable any such transition including: 
1. Navigating the transition from the LGIA 2020 to two or more outdated State awards which contain 

different wage classification structures, allowances and ordinary hours of work and penalty rates. 
2. Obtaining industrial and legal advice to interpret the transitional provisions and to amend legal 

documents such as contracts of employment. 
3. Negotiating industrial agreements in a system that does not provide for any form of no disadvantage 

test or better off overall assessment and which does not allow for an agreement to be approved 
without union support. 
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4. Managing industrial claims in the WAIRC that offers limited online resources, a non-user friendly 
website, is still improving its capacity for electronic lodgement and requires all conferences, 
conciliations etc. to be undertaken in person. In contrast, in the FWC most conferences and 
conciliations are undertaken by phone. 

5. Redrafting employment contracts, position descriptions, employment policies and procedures. 
6. Training for human resource and industrial relations professionals, payroll employees and Local 

Government managers about the State IR system to be able to inform and educate their respective 
workforces and manage risks associated with non-compliance. 

7. Increased risk of industrial and legal claims from employees and unions during the transition 
and the need to involve the WAIRC in conciliating interpretation disputes which would require 
a Local Government to engage an industrial advisor or lawyer. 

With regard to point 6 above, WALGA has expressed its concern about the impact that the transition to the 
State system will have on the sector being able to attract and retain suitably qualified HR/IR professionals. 
Generally speaking, HR/IR professionals have a preference to work for organisations in the Federal IR 
system as this experience is a pre-requisite for the majority of HR/IR jobs. This concern was dismissed by 
the State government but the reality is that it will have an impact on the sector if they have turnover and 
vacancies for roles necessary to support and enable the transition.  
The other critical cost that has become evident when reviewing the draft Bill is the need for Local Governments 
to seek legal advice on interpretation issues due to the broad terminology. For example trying to ascertain 
the extent to which the National Employment Standards in the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) will continue to 
apply during and subsequent to the two year transition period. In the case of enterprise agreements this is 
not clear cut and requires each agreement needing to be assessed and interpreted on a case-by-case basis. 
It is the view of the State government that WALGA and the respective unions will need to provide support, 
resources and guidance during and post transition. There has been no acknowledgement by the State 
government of the significant implications this move will have on the sector and they have not given any 
commitment or undertaking to provide resources to WALGA or the sector to navigate the transition, aside 
from making the legislative changes.  

We can see that the local government sector has strenuously objected to clause 38, and for the former minister to 
suggest otherwise is disingenuous. Members should be aware that the opposition by WALGA and local governments 
to transitioning from the federal IR system to the state IR system is not new. I draw members’ attention to 
paragraph 1120 on page 449 of the 2018 Ministerial review of the state industrial relations system: Final report. 
We ask the government to give serious consideration to this matter to simply ensure that local governments are 
included in the transition if they consent, and not otherwise. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I am very grateful to the honourable member for seeking to give me more power 
through his amendment. However, the government has made a decision on this. It is our view that there is a constitutional 
question of whether those local governments that are not under the state system now can be covered by the federal 
system. We are firmly of the view that all local governments in this state should be covered by the state industrial 
relations system, so we will not support the amendment. 

Division 
Amendment put and a division taken, the Deputy Chair (Hon Jackie Jarvis) casting her vote with the noes, with 
the following result — 

Ayes (7) 

Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Steve Martin Hon Dr Steve Thomas Hon Nick Goiran (Teller) 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Tjorn Sibma Hon Neil Thomson  
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Noes (21) 

Hon Klara Andric Hon Peter Foster Hon Shelley Payne Hon Dr Brian Walker 
Hon Dan Caddy Hon Lorna Harper Hon Dr Brad Pettitt Hon Darren West 
Hon Sandra Carr Hon Jackie Jarvis Hon Stephen Pratt Hon Pierre Yang (Teller) 
Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Alannah MacTiernan Hon Martin Pritchard  
Hon Kate Doust Hon Ayor Makur Chuot Hon Matthew Swinbourn  

Hon Sue Ellery Hon Kyle McGinn Hon Dr Sally Talbot  

            
Pairs 

Hon Donna Faragher Hon Samantha Rowe 
Hon Colin de Grussa Hon Rosie Sahanna 

Amendment thus negatived.  
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 39 and 40 put and passed. 
New clause 40A — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I move — 

Page 56, after line 11 — To insert — 
40A. Section 80L amended 

In section 80L(1) after “(5),” insert: 
33, 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: On the question of whether these words should be inserted, this is the clause associated 
with our consideration of clause 2, which the minister kindly agreed to defer. I suspect now is the time to deal with 
this matter once and for all, which will make debate on postponed clause 2 very rapid. Can the minister provide 
any further information on the ruling, decision or advice that was received recently? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I can table a letter provided to me by Susan Bastian, Registrar of the Western Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission, to Senior Commissioner Rachel Cosentino of the commission regarding the issuing 
of summonses under section 33 of the act for proceedings before the Public Service Appeal Board. 
[See paper 1001.] 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I ask for a copy to be returned to me because Hon Nick Goiran will, obviously, seek 
to question me about it. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Thank you, minister, for this document dated 10 November. Just over a month ago, the 
Registrar of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission issued this procedural note or advice. I will 
quote from the document, which reads — 

Background 
On 21 October 2021 Senior Commissioner Cosentino, Chair of the Public Service Appeal Board … in 
PSAB 31 of 2020, referred the question to the Registrar for determination as to the power of the Registrar 
to issue a summons to any person to appear and give evidence in proceedings before the Public Service 
Appeal Board … under s 33 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 … 
The power of the Registrar to summons a witness stems from s 33(1)(a) of the Act. That subsection 
specifically deals with the power of the Registrar to summons witnesses at the request of a party or by 
direction of the Commission, but only with respect to proceedings before the Commission.  
Section 33 of the Act falls under Part II Division 2—General jurisdiction and powers of the Commission. It 
is helpful to refer to s 22A of the Act which clarifies the terms used for this Division. Specifically, it states: 
‘In this Division [2] and Division 2A to 2G — 
Commission means the Commission constituted otherwise than as a constituent authority;’ 

This note from 10 November 2021 goes on to say — 
The above is a clear statement that specifically excludes the sections from those referenced divisions from 
applying to a constituent authority. 
The PSAB is a constituent authority established under s 80C of the Act, as defined under s 7 of the Act 
where within ‘terms used’ the Public Service Appeal Board is expressly identified as a constituent authority. 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4111001c4dbc035b4300f052482587ae0005900b/$file/tp-1001.pdf
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Therefore, I conclude that the powers conferred on the Registrar by s 33 do not apply to proceedings before 
the PSAB and as such, there is no authority for the Registrar to summons a witness to give evidence before 
the PSAB under this section. 

Then under the heading “Decision”, it says — 
On that basis, I have determined that I do not hold the authority to summons a witness to give evidence 
before the Public Sector Appeal Board pursuant to s 33 of the Act. 

Minister, in light of that, it would appear that maybe some information that was provided to the chamber earlier is 
not correct. If the decision has been made that the registrar does not hold the authority to summons a witness to give 
evidence, it would appear that there is no scenario by which the registrar at the moment can issue a witness summons 
to the member for Kwinana to participate in PSAB 31/2020. I think the minister indicated in an earlier dialogue 
that maybe that was an issue under consideration in that case at the moment, but it would seem that that would not be 
possible in light of this decision. Can the minister provide some clarification? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I said that it was an issue that was being considered by the Public Sector Appeal Board. 
I used the words “under a cloud”. The PSAB, as a body, is looking at this issue right now and that is what I was 
referring to. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: When we talk about issuing of a summons to the member for Kwinana, are we talking 
about the issue generally, not specifically? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It revolves around that case, but it goes to whether the PSAB has the power or not. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: We know that the PSAB does not have the power, because the registrar has said — 

… I do not hold the authority to summons a witness to give evidence before the Public Sector Appeal Board 
pursuant to s 33 of the Act. 

Unless—is the minister suggesting that the registrar might not hold the authority to summons a witness, but the 
board might? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: That is the issue that I believe is under consideration at the moment. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Under which provision of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 will the board have the ability 
to have a witness summons issued? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The registrar has indicated that she does not believe that it will have the power to 
issue a summons. My understanding is that the PSAB had advice from the parties on the other side that suggests it 
does have the power to issue a summons, so that very issue is being considered by the PSAB at the moment. I make 
this point, too: I spoke about the stamping process. The member was not making light of it, I know, but I found 
that stamping process extraordinary. As a result of what I have said to the chamber today, that is certainly something 
that I will look into further because I do not think such a process should be happening in the first place. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister has my full support as the shadow Minister for Industrial Relations to undertake 
such an inquiry and ascertain the appropriateness or otherwise of that convention or practice that appears to have 
been, no doubt innocently, a misguided process in light of this recent decision by the registrar. I accept that this 
matter is currently being considered by the Public Service Appeal Board. Of course, the amendment that I have moved 
would put this beyond doubt and make it very clear that a witness summons could definitely be issued. Is the 
government minded to agree to such an amendment? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: No, it is not, honourable member. I am loath to interfere in something, particularly when 
the PSAB is looking at the issue, but I will also just advise the member of what is currently under consideration by the 
government. It relates to a recommendation made as part of the ministerial review to abolish the constituent authorities, 
including the PSAB. The government is giving consideration to additional reforms deriving from the ministerial review. 
Any second stage of reforms will include consideration of whether to abolish the constituent authorities or fundamentally 
amend their powers, so I do not propose to tinker or interfere in that at the moment. If the PSAB were abolished, the 
PSAB’s jurisdiction would be exercised by a single commissioner and section 33 would therefore apply. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The government is saying that it is considering getting rid of the constituent bodies. If 
there were no constituent bodies, the unfair dismissal case involving the former electorate officer of the member 
for Kwinana would be dealt with by the Industrial Relations Commission and a witness summons would be able 
to be issued under section 33. The government is justifying this at the moment by saying, “Look, hold your horses, 
opposition. We don’t want to deal with this amendment just now. Why? Because we are considering abolishing 
the Public Service Appeal Board.” That is a legitimate line of inquiry by the minister and the government, and, again, 
the minister has my full support, in my capacity as shadow Minister for Industrial Relations, to explore and give 
serious consideration to removing these constituent bodies. The government has my full support for that. However, 
if the outcome is that cases such as the one involving the former electorate officer of the member for Kwinana 
would fall under the Industrial Relations Commission, which would have the ability to issue a summons, we need 
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to make sure that that power exists now; otherwise, this is going to look like a massive political cover-up. The only 
way this could otherwise be explained is that it is the member for Kwinana who is involved. It is extraordinary 
that witness summonses have been issued on more than six occasions over the last five years, during the McGowan 
government’s reign, but what happened when the member for Kwinana happened to be summonsed? Everything 
stopped in government and it became the top priority of the Attorney General of Western Australia to inject himself 
into the case and make sure that the registrar gave due consideration to the unlawfulness of that process. Where 
was the Attorney General in the previous five years? Not once did the Attorney General intervene on any of the other 
summonses. No; it was only when the member for Kwinana came along that suddenly the Attorney General had 
to inject himself into that process. Now the minister says that, on behalf of the McGowan government, he would 
prefer not to interfere and inject himself into the current matter. This is unbelievable. We have one government 
minister who is quite happy to inject himself into the member for Kwinana’s case, and we have another minister who 
says, “No, I prefer not to involve myself in this case.” The government cannot have it both ways. Is the government 
intervening in this case or not? 
There has obviously been a flawed process. I congratulate the minister: he is going to undertake some work over 
the summer recess to see whether he can get to the bottom of the stamping of witness summonses and all the rest 
of it. He has my full support in that regard. But the amendment currently before the chamber would make sure that 
the Public Service Appeal Board did not have to continue to deliberate and consider whether it could possibly 
issue a summons to the member for Kwinana; it would make sure that it definitely could do that. Would that not 
be the right thing to do for the worker?  
What about this former worker with an unfair dismissal case who is currently being shafted by the system? It never 
occurred to the government that it had better sort it out until the member for Kwinana was suddenly asked whether 
he would be giving evidence. The government is sorting it out so well that it is going to make sure that this electorate 
officer never ever gets to see justice; that is what is going on here. This is outrageous! 
I can well imagine that the minister is probably under one heck of a lot of pressure on this issue. He will have the 
member for Kwinana and the Attorney General in his ear and the Premier for Western Australia will be saying, 
“For goodness sake, minister; let’s get rid of this hot potato. It’s a nightmare for us and we don’t want to talk about 
it anymore.” It is no wonder that the Leader of the House decided to make sure that this bill is definitely passed 
before Christmas, because she would not want this matter to hang around until 15 February. She cannot possibly 
have that! Remember this is very important, urgent legislation and it has to happen. Let us urgently make sure that 
this worker with an unfair dismissal case can seek justice, or are we just trying to protect the member for Kwinana? 
I really cannot fathom the explanation that the government is just not going to do this right now. It is not as though 
the government has said that there is a fundamental objection to an electorate officer having an unfair dismissal 
case. It is not like the government has said that in the future if the constituent body is removed, that that particular 
person should not be able to have their case heard. The government is indicating that one of the options that is 
live for consideration because of the Ritter review is the possibility of getting rid of this constituent body so that 
these types of unfair dismissal cases brought by electorate officers can be considered by the Industrial Relations 
Commission of Western Australia. If that happens, guess what? The member for Kwinana can be summonsed. But 
it will be too late, unless the government indicates that it will put in some special transitional provisions. I will 
not hold my breath waiting for that to happen. In the meantime, guess what? This poor person, whom I have never 
met, incidentally, in my life, will have either run out of money to run this case or the case will have already been 
determined. This is the height of shiftiness we have seen in the forty-first Parliament. I really do ask the government 
to give serious consideration to supporting this amendment. 
I understand the dilemma, because the minister indicated earlier, quite legitimately, that any amendment passed by 
the Legislative Council on this final sitting day for 2021 will have the effect of either delaying the passage of the 
legislation until 15 February, when our colleagues rise from their summer recess and return to the chamber or, 
alternatively, it will cost some unspecified amount of money for the Legislative Assembly to be resumed. The minister 
indicated earlier when we were considering clause 2 that nothing is going to happen until February anyway. That is 
not because the government is not ready, but because it has some important drafting to do, including the regulations. 
The only thing that is time sensitive is the new public holiday we are going to have for Easter Sunday. The minister 
kindly indicated to me earlier, if my memory serves me correctly—I will go back to my notes—that the date is 
17 April or something to that effect. We have heaps of time, so there really is no problem with the government 
agreeing to this particular amendment so that everyone is very clear that the board definitely can proceed under 
section 33 of the Industrial Relations Act and can have evidence before the commission. It sounds like that is where 
the government is going anyway because it is going to give serious consideration to removing the constituent body. 
Why put all these people through all this misery when we can deal with this right now? This could be a momentous 
day, minister. On 16 December 2021, we can make sure that this person has access to justice for their unfair dismissal 
case. I do not see any disadvantage to the government. I can understand that the member for Kwinana definitely 
does not want this amendment to pass. I can absolutely guarantee that would be the case. Why? It is because if he 
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just volunteered and gave some evidence in this unfair dismissal case, we would not even be able to talk about the 
matter. In fact, if it was not for his obstruction of this case for justice, the Attorney General would not have known 
about it and would never have interceded on the matter, and we would not have had the registrar’s decision of 
10 November 2021. I see no good reason, minister, why this amendment cannot be supported at this time. 

Division 
New clause put and a division taken, the Deputy Chair (Hon Jackie Jarvis) casting her vote with the noes, with the 
following result — 

Ayes (7) 

Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Donna Faragher Hon Dr Steve Thomas Hon Nick Goiran (Teller) 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Steve Martin Hon Neil Thomson  

 

Noes (21) 

Hon Klara Andric Hon Peter Foster Hon Shelley Payne Hon Dr Brian Walker 
Hon Dan Caddy Hon Lorna Harper Hon Dr Brad Pettitt Hon Darren West 
Hon Sandra Carr Hon Jackie Jarvis Hon Stephen Pratt Hon Pierre Yang (Teller) 
Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Alannah MacTiernan Hon Martin Pritchard  
Hon Kate Doust Hon Ayor Makur Chuot Hon Matthew Swinbourn  
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Kyle McGinn Hon Dr Sally Talbot  

            
Pairs 

Hon Colin de Grussa Hon Rosie Sahanna 
Hon Tjorn Sibma Hon Samantha Rowe 

New clause thus negatived. 
Clauses 41 to 60 put and passed. 
Clause 61: Part 6B inserted — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: This clause will insert new part 6B. As part of that, it will include new section 97H, entitled 
“Certain advertising prohibited”. How will this proposed section deal with inadvertent breaches—for example, 
when there is a change in the wage rate during a period in which an employer advertises a position of employment? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Can you ask that again? 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes, that is not a problem; we have plenty of time. How will proposed section 97H deal 
with inadvertent breaches—for example, when there is a change in the wage rate during the period in which the 
employer has advertised the position of employment? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: If someone inadvertently advertises the wrong rate, which I think the question was 
about, it is unlikely that enforcement proceedings will be taken given the resources and time involved to bring the 
matter to the industrial relations court. Even if proceedings were taken, the court would take into account factors 
such as whether the contravention was intentional in determining whether to order a penalty and the level of any 
penalty. Industrial inspectors are aware that some employers in the horticulture industry, for example, advertise 
for free labour in exchange for employees receiving board and accommodation or even a lifestyle experience. This is 
an unlawful practice and should be stopped, particularly as it often involves migrant workers and those with working 
holiday visas, who may not be fully aware of their employment rights. Hopefully, the first part of my answer answered 
the member’s question. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Last year in the other place, the former minister said, and I quote from page 5368 of Hansard 
of 20 August — 

If we find in five years’ time that it is being misused and that all these small businesses are being dragged 
into the Magistrates Court, I will be very happy to look at it then. 

The problem seems to me to be that if in five years’ time the government finds that there are these problems, how 
will that occur given that there is no review clause in the bill? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Obviously, the member knows that governments can decide to review legislation at 
any stage and there does not need to be a clause in a piece of legislation for a government to amend it. I certainly give 
the undertaking that if there are adverse impacts as a result of the legislation generally, I am happy to look at bringing 
forward legislation to seek to rectify the issue. In saying that, I also mentioned earlier that there will be a second 
tranche of work stemming from the ministerial review, so if there are adverse impacts that we know about in the 
lead-up to bringing the second stage forward, I am happy to look at rectifying the issues then. 
Clause put and passed. 
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Clauses 62 to 64 put and passed. 
Clause 65: Section 98 amended — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The minister might recall that I raised this issue in my contribution to the second reading, 
because I think that not once, not twice, but three times in the other place during debate on the 2020 bill, it was 
suggested by the former minister that he would prepare an amendment to address the concerns of the opposition. 
What has happened, because it appears that the clause is in an identical form? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It is fair to say that the former minister was trying to find compromise in a range of 
areas to see whether he could get the opposition at that time to pass the bill or elements of it. This was one of those 
areas that he was happy to look at compromising on, but, at the end of the day, no agreement was forthcoming from 
the opposition at the time, so the government retained this amendment because it is one that we stand by. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: On 20 August, the minister said three times that he was going to propose an amendment. 
Was any such amendment prepared? 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Not that I am aware of; nor, indeed, are my advisers.  
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is disgraceful. It is not the fault of this minister. On 20 August 2020, the former Minister 
for Industrial Relations, Hon Bill Johnston, said in the other place, and I quote from page 5369 of Hansard — 

… when the bill goes between the houses I will be proposing an amendment to clarify the provision in proposed 
section 98(3A)(b) to place an obligation on the commission to act only in exceptional circumstances. 

He said later, on the following page — 
I am very happy—I will do this between the houses—to come up with an amendment that will make 
subclause 98(3A)(b) clearer about what the commission needs to do. It might be that we do it by including 
some new drafting. That will deal with the issue that the member has raised. 

The minister said for a third time, on the same page — 
I have promised that, between the houses, I will bring in an amendment that clarifies that this is in those 
sort of exceptional circumstances. 

The former minister indicated three times that an amendment would be proposed. According to the now Minister for 
Industrial Relations, that has never been done. Clause 65 of the bill that is currently before the house is in identical form 
to the clause in the former bill, which was clause 58. That is nothing short of disgraceful, particularly in circumstances 
in which there are serious concerns, hence the amendment that I have put on the supplementary notice paper. In the 
absence of the government having fulfilled the undertaking that was provided in the last Parliament, I move — 

Page 92, lines 10 to 14 — To delete the lines and insert — 
proposed entry unless the Commission has made an order waiving the requirement under this subsection 
to give the notice. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: The opposition’s amendment seeks to amend proposed section 98(3)(a) of the IR act. 
That new section will require industrial inspectors to give 24 hours’ notice of a proposed entry into home-based 
work or business premises unless the occupier or occupier is carrying on an industry at the premises or the commission 
has made an order waiving the requirement to give the notice. The central issue is the circumstances in which 
industrial inspectors may enter home-based work or business premises without notice. The opposition’s proposal 
would enable industrial inspectors to enter without notice only if they have first obtained an order from the commission. 
However, the commission will be able to make an order only if certain conditions are met, including that the home 
owner or occupier has had an opportunity to make representations to the commission. Clearly, if the home owner 
or occupier has had the chance to make representations to the commission, there would be no point to the inspector 
obtaining an order waiving the requirement to give notice. The owner or occupier would already have notice of 
the inspector’s intention to enter the premises, and the inspector would not have the element of surprise, which is 
sometimes necessary to ensure that records or other evidence is not removed or altered, or indeed, destroyed. 
I again go back to the example of a sweatshop. If we can imagine a sweatshop being run out of a home, no sensible 
person would suggest that the owner or occupier should have 24 hours’ notice to conceal the true state of affairs. 
In addition, the opposition’s amendment would provide that any information sought must not be obtainable in any 
manner other than entry. It is conceivable that the information sought could be obtained in another manner, but this 
manner might be inferior to an inspector entering the location in question. For example, an inspector could speak 
to an employer on the phone and ask them questions, but there would be no requirement for the employer to answer. 
In contrast, if the inspector were to question the employer at their home-based workplace, the employer would be 
obliged to answer in accordance with section 98(3)(d) of the IR act. The inspector could also require written answers 
to be given by the employer. I indicate that for those reasons, the government does not support the opposition’s 
proposed amendment to clause 65. 
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Amendment put and negatived. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I move — 

Page 92, lines 17 to 23 — To delete the lines and insert — 
(3C)  The Commission may make an order under subsection (3A)(b) only if it is satisfied that — 

(a) the owner or occupier of the industrial location or business premises has had 
a reasonable opportunity to make representations to the Commission relating to 
application made under subsection (3B); 

(b) the application made under subsection (3B) is for the purpose of obtaining information 
that cannot reasonably be obtained in any manner other than entry to the industrial 
location or business premises; and 

(c) a notice under subsection (3A) would defeat the purpose for which the power in 
subsection (3)(a) is intended to be exercised. 

Members will be aware that this amendment is not identical, but substantially similar, to an earlier amendment moved 
at clause 25. One of the reasons for the difference is that the opposition does not have a fundamental objection to an 
industrial inspector—that is, somebody from the department—being able to enter a person’s home. But we absolutely 
continue to maintain that it is unjustified for a trade unionist to be able to do so, hence we took a different approach 
with respect to clause 25 from the one we take here at clause 65. Nevertheless, this particular extraordinary measure 
of entering people’s homes needs to have some form of restraint and restriction on it. It is already the case, as the 
minister has pointed out, that some of these industrial inspectors are able to address these things. What has happened 
here appears to be, in part, either a drafting error or a deliberate decision to allow for this to have a wider scope than 
it ought to have. The amendment currently before us at 10/65 will simply reconfirm that practice that the minister 
has indicated previously—that there will be opportunities for representations to be made. If it is the case that an 
inspector can obtain information in another form, there is no good reason why they should not be able to do so rather 
than by invading a person’s home. I seek the support of the government for this amendment, albeit accepting that 
that is unlikely to happen. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I think the honourable member is reading my mind this afternoon. I indicate that the 
government will not support this amendment for the reasons given when we dealt with the amendment at 9/65. 
Amendment put and negatived. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 66 to 69 put and passed. 
Clause 70: Section 117 inserted — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Clause 70 seeks to insert proposed section 117 into the Industrial Relations Act. It is a savings 
and transitional provision and one of the provisions that includes a reference to new section 37D, which was dealt 
with earlier by the chamber. The amendment currently sitting on the supplementary notice paper that I gave notice 
of is consequential and no longer needs to be moved. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 71 to 129 put and passed. 
Postponed clause 2: Commencement — 
The clause was postponed at an earlier stage of the sitting. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I thank the minister for his indulgence earlier when he deferred consideration of clause 2 
until after we had considered the remainder of the clauses. This was to enable us to deal with proposed new 
clause 40A, which has fallen away. There will not be a provision that will enable the Public Service Appeal Board to 
summons witnesses at this time. Although that is regrettable, that is the case; therefore, the amendment at 1/2 is no 
longer needed. 
Postponed clause put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 

Report 
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Stephen Dawson (Minister for Industrial Relations), and passed. 
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